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0.3 DEFINITION OF TERMS
Eskom - The Eskom Enterprises (Pty) Limited group (Eskom Enterprises) is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Eskom Holdings Limited. It is a South African electricity utility servicing the
South African economy and involved in buying and selling electricity to the Southern African
Development Community. An industry partner in this research project.
Forecast - An estimated value of energy demand for a specific time in the future.
Energy - An amount of electrical energy measured in gigawatts-hour (Gwh).
Consolidation - Some form of aggregation where individual parts contribute to one.
Forecaster bias - An explicit and implicit consistent error or miscalculation of a forecaster
to correctly anticipate the future exhibited over some period of time.
Error - The difference between actual energy demand and predicted energy demand during
a given period. Error can also be calculated in an aggregated form such as mean absolute
percentage error.
Forecast horizon - the difference between ‘time of’ making a forecast and ‘time for’ the
forecast (future).
Forecast grain - length of time of forecasted period, e.g. an hour, day, month or year.
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0.4 ABSTRACT
The electricity market in the South African economy uses specialised instruments in forecast-
ing the energy load to be delivered. The current status quo operates with several forecasters
from different offices, departments or businesses predicting for different purposes. This be-
comes a challenge to derive a consolidated forecast. This study has attempted to develop a
consolidating instrument that will merge all the forecasts from different offices, departments
or businesses into one so-called ‘official forecast’. Such an instrument should be able to
predict with accuracy the anticipated usage or demand.
Article [18] examined patterns across G7 countries and forecasters to establish whether the
present bias reflects the inefficient use of information, or whether it reflects a rational re-
sponse to financial, reputation and other incentives operating for forecasters. This bias is
particularly true for any electricity utility as forecasting is undertaken by different divisions;
therefore each division has its own incentives. For instance, the generation division will tend
to overstate their forecasts so as that there is no possibility of a shortage, whereas distri-
bution (sales) might understate so as to give the impression of being profitable when more
units are sold to consumers. Thus, the study attempts to rectify this bias by employing
statistical tools in consolidating these forecasts.
The results presented in this paper propose a newly developed procedure of consolidating
energy demand forecasts from different users and accounting for different time horizons.
Predicting for the short-term and long-term involves different measuring tools, which is one
aspect of prediction this paper tackles.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION AND
BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
1.1 INTRODUCTION
“The main thing is keeping the main thing the main thing”
German proverb
In a paper by [7], the authors discuss the electricity market as a complicated modeling phe-
nomenon that includes availability of fuel source, cost, regulation, limited generators, grid,
changes in demand patterns, technological advancements, market forces and environmen-
tal issues. The authors continue to explain electricity systems as tools used by electricity
analysts, such as engineers, economists and planners, to manage and plan the electricity
systems, to trade electricity, and for generation expansion planning purposes [7]. The paper
also reports that there has been a consistent growth of electricity generation year on year
with annual average growth of 3.5% globally since 1971.
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1.2 ELECTRICITYMARKETS FROMAROUNDTHE
WORLD
Several publications from various authors have given an outline of the setup of the electricity
markets in their respective economies. From their publications, one can learn important and
useful lessons. The paper [7] shows that many of the developed nations are moving to a
liberalised (free market) electricity system, moving away from the heavily regulated govern-
ment controlled utilities. Examples are New Zealand, the United States of America and a
number of European countries.
Paper [15] reports that developing nations account for only 4% of the global consumption of
electricity, while 20% is reserved for sub-Saharan African nations, with the rest consumed
by developed nations. A brief look at the setup of the electricity sector in other economies
follows below.
Until 1997, the South Korean (Republic of Korea) electricity industry had been domi-
nated by the state-owned company, Korean Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) [16]. The
government-led grand plan to privatise public corporations like KEPCO came to the fore at
the time. The aim was a gradual privatisation as follows:
Phase 1: Introduction of divisional business units within KEPCO - (1999 - 2003)
Phase 2: Spin-offs of divisional units into KEPCO subsidiaries - (2004 - 2008)
Phase 3: Introduction of wholesale competition - (2009 - 2010)
Phase 4: Privatisation of KEPCO subsidiaries along with operation of gross pool system -
(2010 - )
Most researchers, academics, analysts and planners have closely associated electricity con-
sumption modelling with economic growth. Papers [20], [19] and [6] investigated the nexus
between electricity consumption and economic growth in Portugal using cointegration and
causality approaches and found a unidirectional Granger causality running from economic
growth to electricity consumption but not the reverse. Another paper by [14] took it one step
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further by investigation the transformation of the electricity sector in Turkey by assessing
the impact of electricity price changes on price formation in the economy. The investigation
arose as a result of tariffs imposed on the price of electricity as the industry is being lib-
eralised. Currently, according to [14], Turkish electricity demand has increased on average
by 6.5%per annum between 2002 and 2008,and official projections estimate the growth of
electricity demand for the period 2010 to 2018 between 6.6% and 7.5%. Based on estimated
electricity demand in 2008 at 357.2 billion kWh and the projected capacity increases, elec-
tricity demand in 2017 may exceed the supply.
Most of these publications focus on assessing electricity generation and economic growth
nexus and their relationship (and possibly causality). In a paper by [18], the author takes
it a step further and dwell on the forecasts derived for macro-economic use and attempts to
explain the bias and sources of bias by economists and planners. Similar studies were done
in Cote d’Ivoire [15], in China [21], [11], in Italy [26], in Greece [17], [1], in Taiwan [10], in
Canada [23], in India [22] and in England [13].
Some papers chose to focus on the investment, cost, incentives and alternative energy reforms.
Renewable energy is taking centre stage in Europe where the European Unions renewable
energy target may require up to 40% of electricity demand to be met from renewables by
2020 [24] and [12]. As the most cost-effective and scalable renewable technology in British
conditions, wind energy is expected to provide the majority of this [24]. In an attempt to
offer a different perspective, [9] shows that policies dealing with electricity generation should
not only look at costs and revenues as the industry is operating in the space of uncertainty.
Therefore risks should also be incorporated.
For the purposes of getting a feel for the operational processes and understand the logistics
of generating and distributing electricity to the consumers, a brief outline is provided below
commencing with generation, then transmission and ending with distribution progressions.
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Generating electricity
Electricity is different from the other services found in a home. Unlike air or water that
can be harvested from nature, electricity must be manufactured. South Africa has installed
capacity of about 34 000 megawatts of electricity (as of 2009) to meet current demand, and
this figure is growing year by year. The most economical method available is to use the
abundant supplies of low-quality coal in Mpumalanga and the Northern Province, in power
stations sited next to the coal deposits. The coal is carried into the plant on conveyor belts,
crushed into fine powder and burned under controlled conditions in modern boilers to pro-
duce high-pressure steam. The steam drives turbines that generate the electricity while the
smoke from the boiler is carefully filtered to remove as much of the unwanted emissions as
possible. The low-grade coal produces a large amount of ash, which is returned to the ground
and isolated from the environment in long-term storage [29].
Using coal to generate electricity is not ideal because, no matter how carefully it is burnt,
there are gaseous and solid emissions. The gases that are given off include sulphur dioxide,
carbon dioxide and oxides of nitrogen, the first two of which are believed to have climate-
changing effects on the environment. Unfortunately, coal is the most economical way avail-
able to most electricity producers now - all other methods are either impracticable or much
more expensive. The rivers (especially in southern Africa) are not strong or steady enough
to make large-scale hydro generation possible. Because wind power is dependent on the
vagaries of nature, it is not as reliable as other forms of generation.
One generation technology that has been in disfavour for decades, but which is now making
a minor comeback, is nuclear. When it is operated under the strict conditions found at
Koeberg in the Western Cape, fears of catastrophic accidents and dangerous waste products
are unfounded. Either in the traditional pressurised water reactor or the innovative pebble-
bed format, it is ideal for the parts of the country that are far from the coalfields [29].
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How electricity is transmitted
Most of the electricity is used in the big load centres which are in Gauteng, the Western
Cape and KwaZulu Natal. So the electricity must be sent from the power stations to the
load centres in the most reliable and cost-effective way. Past commissioned research has
shown that this is best done by sending the power over high voltage power lines. As it
leaves the power station, the electricity is boosted by a device called a step-up transformer
to voltages such as 132 000 volts (132 kV) or 400 kV or 765 kV. When the electricity reaches
its destination - a substation near a load centre - it is stepped down to voltages used for
distribution to customers [29].
In South Africa, there are a total of 27 770 km (as of March 2007) of high voltage transmission
lines and 325 000 km of distribution lines, a formidable distance to inspect and maintain. All
overhead lines (those not buried under ground) are vulnerable to natural phenomena such
as lightning, flooding, veld fires and strong winds, not to mention man-made disturbances
such as cane fires lit under the lines and cable theft. All of these cause technical problems
that must be fixed so that power can be restored. All the high voltage lines plus the
big transformers and related equipment form the transmission system, also known as the
National Grid. National Control carries the responsibility of matching supply and demand.
How electricity is distributed
A distribution operation constructs and maintains equipment that transforms the power
supply to the type that meets the customers needs, meters the amount the customer uses,
provides the appropriate billing and collects the payments.
Now that a picture has been painted, our focus shifts to the ‘main thing’ of this study
as highlighted in the problem statement and objectives, methodology, data collection and
analysis and research instrument. A chapter summary is then provided.
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1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
There is a need to develop an instrument that combines different energy demand forecasts
from various offices, departments or businesses into one official forecast.
1.4 PRIMARY OBJECTIVE
The primary objective is to create and examine a ‘consolidating’ instrument that will be
able to aggregate forecasts to produce one optimal and consolidated output or forecast.
1.5 AUXILIARY OBJECTIVES
This study also attempts to add value by showing the process followed, forecasters’ perfor-
mance and from the findings of the study, provide some recommendations.
1.6 METHODOLOGY
In order to achieve the above objectives, a purely quantitative research methodology was
adopted. Subsequently, the undertaking involved the following:
• conducting an intensive literature review to obtain a theoretical perspective of how
estimates or forecasts have been aggregated,
• conducting the empirical analysis,
• reporting on the prominent findings and conclusions; and
• providing pertinent recommendations.
1.7 DATA COLLECTION
As indicated above, the primary research objective called for the collection of primary data
only. For this study, primary data were kindly provided by Eskom.
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1.8 DATA ANALYSIS
Publications [2], [8], [4] and [27] concur that data analysis has three objectives, namely
getting a feel for the data, testing goodness of fit and testing hypotheses or theories developed.
Since for this study the objective was to create a reconciling instrument, methods referred to
in the literature review were thoroughly tested and evaluated. All computations were done
using the Mathematica package.
1.9 SUMMARY
This chapter has introduced the study as an attempt of finding scientific ways for forecast
consolidation. As its primary object, the study envisages building a consolidating instru-
ment that will be able to aggregate forecasts to produce one optimal consolidated forecast.
It follows a quantitative research paradigm coupled with a literature overview. All computa-
tions were performed using the Mathematica package. With the intent of assessing existing
literature, the next chapter provides an overview of existing studies, methods and strategies
in the research area.
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Chapter 2
PREVIOUS STUDIES
“The man who does not read books has no advantage over the man that cannot read them.”
Mark Twain
This chapter focuses on a review of both national and international research pertaining to
the current research topic.
The first question to be asked in this study is: why consolidate? Perhaps, this is a fair ques-
tion given that most people would rather have the authority to call the shots in anything
than give group input and wait for a combined decision. The book Wisdom of crowds, [25]
shows that aggregation of information in groups results in decisions that are often better
than could have been made by any single member of the group. The author shows that the
group decision is more reliable than the output by any one think tank (person). To clarify,
he gives an example of a cattle market. If individual farmers were tasked with guessing the
weight of cow X, in principle the group average would be closer to the true weight of cow X
than most individual farmers would have guessed.
This justifies the adoption of consolidating, or rather, aggregating forecasts to generate a
more reliable and accurate single official forecast. This chapter assesses different methods of
consolidating estimates (forecasts). These are: least squares, Maximum Likelihood method,
the Bayesian approach and unbiased minimum variance approach.
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2.1 LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATES
One method that has the ability to predict or forecast is the least squares method. This pro-
cess starts by first finding differences between observed (actual) and predicted values. These
deviations (differences or error of predictions) are then squared to find one set of solutions
that minimizes the sum of squares of errors (SSE) forming a line called least squares line,
regressions line or least squares prediction equation.
In [25], the authors state that some of the advantages of least squares are that combination
of different observations taken under the same conditions yields a better result as opposed to
simply trying ones best to observe and record one observation accurately. The aggregation
of different observations is regarded as being the best estimate of the value because errors
decrease with aggregation (rather than increase). This combination of observation can be
done on elements taken under different conditions. The criterion of least squares was devel-
oped to determine if solution with minimum errors has been achieved.
Though the least squares method has its advantages, it also has some disadvantages. In [27],
one pitfall is that the solution reached is not robust. The other two pitfalls are categorized
below where ordinary least squares is used to fit models with binary responses:
Problem 1: Non-normal errors: the standard least square assumption of normal errors is
violated since the responses y and random error term e are non-normal. For more on this
problem, see [27]. This problem can be solved by using a sample size n that is sufficiently
large.
Problem 2: Unequal variances under models with binary responses (0 = failure, 1 = suc-
cess): it has been shown that the variance σ2 of the random error is a function of pi, the
probability that the response y equals 1. This is specifically true for linear models as
pi = E(y) = β0 + β1x1 + . + βkxk since σ
2 = V () = pi(1 − pi). This implies that σ2 is
not a constant and in fact depends on the values of the independent variables, hence the
least squares assumption of equal variances is violated. The solution to this problem as
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stated by [27] is to use weighted least squares where weights are inversely proportional to
σ2, i.e. with wi = 1/ σ2i = 1/pii(1− pii).
For any non-linear relationships expected in prediction [27] proposes the use of logistic re-
gression model as the most suitable, where;
E(y) =
e(β0+β1x)
1 + eβ0+β1x
To correct the problem outlined above for the least squares as a measure of consolidation,
[3] suggested a weighted least squares especially for datasets where the variance is not con-
stant. This is done by introducing a term, wi, to amend the fitting function by allowing the
deviations to be weighted. The weights are dictated by the researcher, for instance, in this
study, if one forecaster was to forecast for the next 24 hours, then it would imply that the
parameters involved could be weighted so that the recent past hours’ parameters carry more
weight than the distant hours’ parameters. This is also intuitive. This helps especially when
a linear model is used.
In [2], the authors agree that in spite of the mentioned disadvantages, such as not being
robust, the least squares prediction equation has some benefits. One distinct benefit is that
the solution produced by the least squares is stable and always one solution. This benefit
can be translated to imply that there will always be a stable “one consolidated forecast”
when using this regression method.
The least squares method is the most commonly used method to predict and consolidate
estimates. Some of its rewards and shortcomings have been delineated above. Despite the
least squares common usage, there are alternatives that one can consider, such as Bayesian
analysis, which is introduced next.
2.2 BAYESIAN APPROACH
Authors in publications [4], [8] and [5] describe the Bayesian approach as a method that has
gained practical usage and acceptance over the years. The method centres on an expert’s
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prior knowledge of the subject matter or situation (usually represented by a prior distri-
bution) without data. Then with the availability of data, the expert updates his/her prior
knowledge in light of the new data using Bayes’ Theorem to give a posterior distribution.
The only difficult aspect of the method is that it is subjective. In any instance, if there
are two experts, their prior knowledge would likely be different, therefore making their prior
distributions different. Hence there will not easily be consensus in any decision making. In
[8], the Bayesian process is nicely illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Bayesian-analysis-process (Source: [8])
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One of the great benefits of using Bayesian analysis is that every possible known event is
accounted for and assigned a probability so as to be able to be evaluated. That is, most
scenarios can be partitioned based on the number of possible outcomes and each outcome
assigned a probability; therefore when making a decision, loss function can be calculated to
assess which decision gives the minimum loss, where loss function is `(a, θ), loss of choosing
action a in unknown state θ [8].
As attractive as this method appears, several known pitfalls exist. Some of the pitfalls are
listed below; these are mostly psychological issues as this is a subjective method:
• Ignoring some prior knowledge and over-weighing concrete evidence: most analysts
tend to ignore their previous knowledge about the subject as soon as data become
available so as not to be judged on their past experience.
• Misconceptions of randomness: this can be illustrated with an example. Suppose a
coin is tossed 8 times, HHHHTTTT is equally likely as HTHTHTTH to occur, yet
most analysts would assume the latter is more likely [8].
• Framing questions and statements: Kahneman and Tversky (1982) in [8] have shown
that people tend to choose positively framed statements or predictions over negative
ones. So it matters how the question or statement has been framed.
The advantages of this method lie with the ability to improve the predicted estimate rather
than just relying on data alone. The other method which can be employed is the maximum
likelihood approach.
2.3 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD APPROACH
Author in [3] proposed several models that statisticians can utilise for optimization. As
can be understood, aggregation of forecast is some form of optimisation where individual
forecasts produced by different sources are used as a linear function f(X1, X2, ..., Xn) to pro-
duce a single optimum forecast to be employed instead of all the other preliminary forecasts.
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Author [3] holds that some of the most important optimisation methods are least squares
as used intensively in regression analysis. The main problem identified was the ability of a
researcher to realise that some optimization problems are constrained and some are uncon-
strained.
An illustration: suppose that a sample of n values, x1, x2, ...xn have the following exponential
density function of the form:
f(x) = λe−λx, x > 0 (2.1)
if one wishes to estimate λ, then the best estimate procedure in this situation would be to
use the joint density function of observations , that is:
l(x1, x2, .., xn) =
n∏
i=1
λe−λxi (2.2)
this was to choose the estimate λ that maximizes l, referred to as the likelihood function.
The procedure is known as maximum likelihood estimation. This concept is very important
and will later be considered for comparing different methods of consolidation in Chapter 5.
A summary of the entire literature overview will be given next.
2.4 SUMMARY
It can be deduced from previous studies on the topic that aggregation is a better represen-
tation of the whole than the prediction of any individual forecaster. Least squares estimates
are useful as the output is both robust and relevant. Bayesian analysis is also used, but
it relies mostly on the expertise of the forecaster rather than on scientific method. The
description of these methods has indicated the approach and methodology adopted in this
study. Keeping in mind that the main objective of this study is ‘consolidation of forecasts,’
at this stage of research it seems the best and logical alternative is to utilise some form of
mix of the abovementioned strategies. The next chapter describes how the research problem
was addressed.
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Chapter 3
RESEARCH DESIGN AND
METHODOLOGY
“When you cease to strive to understand, then you will know without understanding.”
Chinese proverb
In this day and age, almost all activities are powered by electricity. It stands to reason
that electricity is a basic need for businesses, residences, industries and the entire economy.
Because of the great importance of this undertaking, great caution and care had to be
taken. This chapter describes how such a massive task was approached. Firstly, the research
instrument is stated, then the criteria that were used to assess the consolidated forecast
accuracy are scrutinized, and finally, some important considerations are discussed, ending
the chapter with a summary.
3.1 RESEARCH INSTRUMENT
This was a quantitative research project as it considered great quantities of numerical data.
The research instrument was Mathematica, an advanced statistical and mathematical pro-
gramming software package capable of handling and analysing immense numbers of data sets.
Just to give an idea and a glimpse of what Mathematica codes are, a few screen-shots of
the Mathematica programming codes are given in Appendix B. The reader may realise that
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superficial knowledge of computer programming is required for any user to successfully make
the most out of the instrument. Some relevant criteria and related important considerations
in consolidation are brought to light next.
3.2 CRITERIA AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
This study dealt with the consolidation of estimates or forecasts to be able to produce
one official forecast. Before one can attempt to undertake this mammoth task, several
considerations need to be brought to the fore. Basic instinct would require a statistician to
state categorically which criteria would be used in judging the accuracy of such an aggregated
forecast. Some factors play a pivotal role in assessing accuracy of such a forecast; these will be
listed later in the chapter. A brief and concise inspection into the criteria used for evaluation
of models is given next.
3.2.1 Criteria
This study attempts to utilize some of these criteria as a measuring yardstick for accuracy
of forecasts:
Mean error (bias) =
1
n
n∑
t=1
(At − Ft) = E(At − Ft) (3.1)
Variance of error =
1
n− 1
n∑
t=1
((At − Ft)− E(At − Ft))2 = 1
n− 1
n∑
t=1
(Et −Mean(E))2 (3.2)
Mean absolute percentage error =
1
n
n∑
t=1
|At − Ft
At
| ∗ 100% (3.3)
Mean percentage errors =
1
n
n∑
t=1
(
At − Ft
At
) ∗ 100% (3.4)
Sum of squares of error =
n∑
t=1
(At − Ft)2 (3.5)
Mean squared error =
1
n
n∑
t=1
(At − Ft)2 (3.6)
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Mean absolute errors =
1
n
n∑
t=1
| At − Ft | (3.7)
Mean absolute deviations =
1
n
n∑
t=1
| Et −Mean(E) | (3.8)
Median absolute deviations = | Et −Median(E) | (3.9)
Median deviations = Et −Median(E) (3.10)
Max overforecast = max
1≤t≤n
| At − Ft | (3.11)
Max underforecast = min
1≤t≤n
| At − Ft | (3.12)
Kolmogorov − Smirnov = max
1≤t≤n
( min
1≤t≤n
At − Ft , max
1≤t≤n
At − Ft) (3.13)
Correlation =
cov(A,F)
σAσF
=
E[(A− µA)(F− µF)]
σAσF
(3.14)
Mean absolute scaled error =
1
n
n∑
t=1
(∣∣∣ At − Ft1
n−1
∑n
t=2 | At − At−1 |
∣∣∣
)
(3.15)
where At is actual energy demanded at time t, Ft is energy forecast for time t, E = (E1, ..., En)
which is error over a period of time, for the calculation of covariance, A = (A1, ..., An) and F
= (F1, ..., Fn), Et is the error at time t, cov means covariance, µA and µF are mean of actu-
als and mean of forecasts respectively. The correlation coefficient calculated is the Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient, ρ. Note that E in the calculation of correlation is
the expected value.
All the above mentioned statistics can be grouped on two tiers, one at item-level (individual-
level) and the other at aggregated level. The importance of item-level accuracy statistics is
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to draw attention to the maximum possible demand at a point in time. For instance in the
next chapters, there is mention of a daily profile having two peaks (spikes), the item-level
statistics answer the question; “what is the maximum amount of energy that could be re-
quired at the highest peak of the day?” for instance. This will then enable the electricity
producer to plan accordingly to be able to meet this surge. This will further prove useful
because these peaks are different for each day of the week, month, season, economic activity
in a country, if the day is public holiday or not, etc.
The aggregated performance statistics address the question of overall accuracy when tested
over various lengths of time. For example, the performance of a forecaster in a day, week,
month year, season, etc. In addition to the two tiers of accuracy measures, there is the
concept of absolute errors and squared errors. In instances where one stresses the importance
of (avoidance of) large errors, the use of squared measures is appropriate, but when one needs
to eliminate the possibility that underforecasts and overforecasts negate one another (when
added), the use of absolute measures is appropriate. Caution has to be exercised because the
squared and absolute measures do not inform whether a forecaster is biased or not, this is
why in this study absolute, non-absolute, squared and non-squared measures were reported
simultaneously.
Mean absolute percentage error
Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is measure of accuracy in a fitted time series value
in statistics, specifically trending. It expresses accuracy as a percentage, and is defined by
the formula:
MAPE =
1
n
n∑
t=1
∣∣∣At − Ft
At
∣∣∣ ∗ 100 (3.16)
where At is the actual value and Ft is the forecast value. The difference between At and Ft
is divided by the actual value At. The absolute value of this calculation is summed for every
fitted or forecast point in time and divided by the number of fitted points n. This makes it
a percentage error so one can compare the error of fitted time series that differ in level.
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Although the concept of MAPE sounds very simple and convincing, it has three major
drawbacks in practical application, namely;
• If there are zero values (which sometimes happens, for example, in demand series but
is not possible in the electricity sector) there will be a division by zero.
• When there is a perfect fit, MAPE is zero. But with regard to its upper level MAPE
has no restriction, which makes it difficult to interpret on its own and in isolation.
• When calculating the average MAPE for a number of time series there might be a
problem, if a small number of series that have a very high MAPE might distort a
comparison between the average MAPE of time series fitted with one method compared
to the average MAPE when using another method [30] and [28]. In other words,
comparing two methods using MAPE when series are different is unwise.
With an understanding of the drawbacks listed above, careful deliberations had to be made
with regard to the research problem at hand, viz a viz, consolidation of forecasts. Firstly, in
our applied problem, there will never be a zero value for energy demand because there will
always be a demand for electricity no matter the hour. This addresses the first item from the
listed drawbacks. Secondly (for the second bullet), it is extremely unlikely, though possible,
that any forecaster can consistently make correct and accurate forecasts for a reasonable
length of time. Lastly, with regard to the last drawback of comparing two methods (last
bullet), it is not applicable because this study uses only one method at a time and thus does
not encounter the problem of varied time series. MAPE can be used as a relative measure,
e.g. to compare two forecasters. This then reassured the researcher that MAPE was indeed
a relevant and appropriate criterion to be employed.
MAPE has been commonly used to assess the aggregated forecasts by most energy companies
including the South African electricity utility. This is because MAPE was designed for such
a purpose.
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Mean percentage error
Mean percentage error (MPE) has similar properties to MAPE but the slight difference is
that the errors are not absolute and it is defined as follows:
Mean percentage errors =
1
n
n∑
t=1
(
At − Ft
At
) ∗ 100 (3.17)
The advantage with MPE is that this gives a metric that is unit free and relative, i.e. it can
be used to compare two or more forecasters. The other benefit of MPE is that it gives an
indication of whether a forecaster is overestimating or underestimating and is not limited to
one side like the MAPE.
Sum of squares of error and mean squared error
Sum of squares of error and mean squared error are defined as:
Sum of squares of error =
n∑
t=1
(At − Ft)2 (3.18)
Mean squared error =
1
n
n∑
t=1
(At − Ft)2 (3.19)
The advantage of the abovementioned statistics is to emphasise large errors, therefore useful
in comparing the residuals over a period of time.
Mean absolute errors and mean absolute deviations
The mean absolute error is an extension of mean error where errors are calculated in absolute
form and then averaged. The other statistic is the mean absolute deviation defined as:
Mean absolute deviations =
1
n
n∑
t=1
| Et −Mean(E) | (3.20)
where the mean of errors is first calculated, differenced from each error in absolute form (to
find deviations) and finally determine the expected value of the those deviations.
Median absolute deviations, median deviations and median errors
Median error Median(E1, ..., En), is used is assessing the centrality of errors. The median
absolute deviation is regarded as a robust measure of variability of a univariate sample of
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quantitative data. For a univariate set of errors E1, E2, ..., En, median absolute deviation is
defined as:
Median absolute deviations = medianj (| Ej −mediani(Ei) |) (3.21)
which is the median of absolute deviations from the errors median, (first is the determination
of mediani from the initial errors Ei, then determinesmedianj by taking absolute deviations
of each Ej from the mediani) . This median absolute deviation is a measure of dispersion.
The main advantage of median absolute deviation is that as a robust statistic, it is more
resilient to outliers in the time series, that is, since outliers are at the tails of the time
series, they do not heavily influence the performance statistic. The complementary accuracy
measure is the median deviation without the absolute sign while the median error is simply
that, the median error.
Maximum overforecast, maximum underforecast and Kolmogorov-Smirnov statis-
tic
The item-level measures are calculated as the maximum overforecast and maximum under-
forecast over a period of time. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic is defined as the maximum
of the overforecasts and underforecasts, defined as follows:
Kolmogorov − Smirnov = max
1≤t≤n
(− min
1≤t≤n
At − Ft , max
1≤t≤n
At − Ft) (3.22)
= max
1≤t≤n
(Max overforecastt , Max underforecastt) (3.23)
These three item-level measures are useful in identifying forecaster bias.
Correlation and mean absolute scaled error
Pearson’s correlation coefficient ρ, measures the linear relationship between the actuals and
the forecasts. This is also a practical significance statistic. The mean absolute scaled error
(MASE) is defined as:
Mean absolute scaled error =
1
n
n∑
t=1
(∣∣∣ At − Ft1
n−1
∑n
t=2 | At − At−1 |
∣∣∣
)
(3.24)
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where the numerator is the error et for a given period and the denominator is the average
forecast error of the one-step ‘naive forecast method’, which uses the actual value from the
prior period as the forecast, Ft = At−1.
Benefits of MASE as a scale-free metric is that it can be used to evaluate forecasting methods
on a single series or multiple series. The unbiased minimum variance approach is evaluated
next.
3.2.2 Unbiased minimum variance method (optimal)
In order to aggregate forecasts using Unbiased Minimum Variance (UMV) approach, some
quick pointers will follow.
Basic assumptions
Initially we assume that:
• There are k forecasters, each of them is making one numerical forecast for future value
of a certain parameter/characteristic/variable (the parameter in what follows).
• The forecasts X1, X2, ..., Xk are independent random variables.
• The forecasts are unbiased, that is E(Xi) = A, where A is the true value of the
parameter (the actual in what follows).
• The actual A is unknown.
• The variance σ2i of each Xi is a constant (does not change with time).
• The variances σ2i are known (we have sufficient past record to estimate the variances
accurately).
Note 3.1. If past record shows that a forecaster is biased, we can estimate the bias and
remove it from respective Xi.
Note 3.2. In practical terms we assume that we have sufficient past record to prove that the
above assumptions are valid.
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Objective
Aggregated forecast will be defined as a linear function of the k forecasts:
Y = a1X1 + ...+ akXk (3.25)
such that Y is unbiased (E(Y ) = A) and has minimal variance among all possible unbiased
linear combinations of the forecasts.
Theorem 3.1. The aggregated forecast is unbiased if and only if
a1 + ...+ ak = 1 (3.26)
The proof is evident.
So, we need to find the minimum:
min
a1+...+ak=1
V (Y ) = min
a1+...+ak=1
a21V (X1) + ...+ a
2
kV (Xk) =
min
a1+...+ak=1
a21σ
2
1 + ...+ a
2
kσ
2
k (3.27)
and the a1, ..., ak which deliver this minimum.
The theorem below with proof was supplied by Prof. I.N. Litvine who is the supervisor of
this dissertation.
Main theorem
Theorem 3.2. The weights which minimize the variance of the aggregated forecasts are given
by:
ai = 1/σ
2
i i = 1, ..., k (3.28)
Proof
min
a1+...+ak=1
a21σ
2
1 + ...+ a
2
kσ
2
k = min
a1+...+ak=1
a21σ
2
1 + ...+ a
2
kσ
2
k
(a1 + ...+ ak)2
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Now, the condition a1 + ... + ak = 1 is redundant (multiplying all ai by the same constant
will not change the value of the minimized expression). So we need to find minimum:
min
a1,...,ak
a21σ
2
1 + ...+ a
2
kσ
2
k
(a1 + ...+ ak)2
=
min
a1,...,ak
k∑
i=1
a2i
(
∑
ai)2
σ2i (3.29)
Since the surface is convex we can find the minimum by equating partial derivatives to zero:
∂
∂aj
k∑
i=1
a2i
(
∑
ai)2
σ2i = 0 (3.30)
j = 1, 2, ..., k
We have:
∂
∂aj
∑k
i=1 a
2
iσ
2
i
(
∑
ai)2
=
2ajσ
2
j (
∑
ai)
2 − 2∑ aiΣa2iσ2i
(
∑
ai)4
It is evident now that substitution of the
ai = 1/σ
2
i i = 1, ..., k (3.31)
turns the partial derivatives into zero.
So the optimal weights which give minimum to (3.27) are:
ai =
σ−2i∑k
j=1 σ
−2
j
i = 1, ..., k (3.32)
and the minimum value of the variance is:
minV (Y ) =
1∑k
j=1 σ
−2
j
i = 1, ..., k (3.33)
Example 3.1. Suppose σ1 = 3, σ2 = 4 and σ3 = 5. Then the optimal weights will be:
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a1 = 0.5193
a2 = 0.2921
a3 = 0.1869
and the variance of the consolidated forecast is:
V (Y ) = 4.6814
which is roughly half of the smallest variance of the three forecasters (σ21 = 3
2 = 9).
The UMV method was the lead model in this study. Before one can proceed to fitting
the data to models, some significant and fundamental considerations are needed. An illus-
trated example is used subsequently to give a more meaningful picture of the complexities
of consolidation.
3.2.3 Factors influencing consolidation
Consolidation does not come without its own concerns, especially since predicting the future
is a skill learnt over time, if learnt at all. One may never be overconfident about ones esti-
mates. Uncertainty is common ground for all involved in the business of forecasting. One
such critical issue is the interpretation of inferential statistics. It is important to clarify in
which context a particular forecaster is accurate.
As an example, let us assume there are four forecasters; A, B, C and D, who all predict daily
energy demand. Their data is captured in Table 3.1 below.
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Forecaster A Forecaster B Forecaster C Forecaster D Actual
Day 1 8 12 11 16 10
Day 2 10 10 13 19 12
Day 3 12 14 15 1 14
Average 10 12 13 12 12
Table 3.1: An illustrated example
Figure 3.1: Caption for Forecaster A
Averages are calculated to show performance of each forecaster over time compared with
the actual (observed) values. In Figure 3.1 and in Table 3.1, it can be seen that Forecaster
A is consistently out by 2 units (but with a reliable consistency) to actuals. In Figure 3.2,
Forecaster B has an overall mean of forecasts the same as the average of actuals, but as has
only managed to get one forecast correct. The example also shows Forecaster C in Figure 3.3
as a forecaster who is also consistently close to actuals. Forecaster D in Figure 3.4 is by no
means any good as he never made a correct forecast, but his forecasts’ average is the same as
the actuals’ average. This can be easily depicted visually in the following figures, Figure 3.1,
Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.2: Caption for Forecaster B
Figure 3.3: Caption for Forecaster C
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Figure 3.4: Caption for Forecaster D
All these scenarios depict what may be called forecaster bias, which may be defined as “the
biasedness of the forecaster caused by the method or tool used, or operational reasons”. As
noted above, some forecasters’ predictions can be corrected so that they can yield a value
close to actuals. For instance, if we always subtract one unit from Forecaster C’s predictions,
the resulting adjusted forecasts will always be on par with observed values of energy demand,
i.e. they will perfectly predict the energy demand for anytime in the future.
The way to check for the reliability of forecasters is by assessing the error, where error is
calculated as, At−Ft, (actual - predicted) at time t. Below is a summarized table of results
Table 3.2.
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Forecaster A Forecaster B Forecaster C Forecaster D Actual
Day 1 2 -2 -1 -6 10
Day 2 2 2 -1 -7 12
Day 3 2 0 -1 -13 14
sum of squared error 12 8 3 254
Variance of error 0 4 0 127
Table 3.2: Results for residuals of an illustrated example
Results in Table 3.2, coupled with the visual analysis in Figure 3.3 are congruent with the
interpretation that Forecaster C is the best forecaster as confirmed by the sum of squared
error of only 3, while the worst forecaster is Forecaster D with a whopping sum of squared
error of 254. It should be noted that Forecaster C is biased (under-forecasts consistently). To
reiterate, the sum of squared error just squares the residuals so that the minimum squared
sum of errors shows the most accurate forecaster.
The other question which the example raises is; “who is better between a forecaster who gets
a forecast spot-on at one point in time or the one whose overall forecasts over a period of
time are considerably closer to the actuals?”
In the example, Forecaster B on day 3 got the forecast spot on, while on other days he
is all over the place. Other forecasters (A and C) are marginally better over time despite
them never being dead right at any point. Food for thought. With this thought in mind, a
summary of the chapter is provided below.
3.3 SUMMARY
For this study Mathematica was used as a research instrument. In this chapter some cri-
teria that are used in assessing the accuracy and reliability of the consolidated forecasts
were scrutinised. These criteria include mean absolute percentage error, mean percentage
error, sum of squared errors, mean squared error, mean absolute deviations, median absolute
deviations, median deviations, maximum overforecast, maximum underforecast, correlation,
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov, mean absolute scaled error and the unbiased minimum variance opti-
mal approach. Issues that surround the area and the science of predicting were illustrated
through examples. One such issue is forecaster bias which can best be assessed by analysing
residuals and calculating the subsequent sum of squared errors and related criteria. Four
hypothetical forecasters were described to pose a question; who is better between a fore-
caster who gets a spot-on forecast a few times and the one whose overall residual mean is
considerably closer to zero? It is clear that consolidation of forecasts is no easy task. The
next chapter deals with data collection and exploratory analysis.
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Chapter 4
DATA COLLECTION AND
EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS
“The goal is to transform data into information, and information into insight.”
Carly Fiorina
As has been stated in the earlier chapter, primary data collected came directly from the elec-
tricity utility. The data used are dated 8 January 2000 to 7 September 2009, with grain as
one hour. The difference in days between “time of” when forecast was made (present time)
and “time for” the forecast (future time) is defined as forecast horizon. Seven forecasts were
done for each hour; this means that for a specific hour in the future, one forecast was done
the day before (Forecaster 1), the other was done two days before (Forecaster 2), and so on,
till the last forecast was seven days before (Forecaster 7).
It should be noted that these virtual forecasters all have the same “time for”, for example,
if a forecast is made for 8 January 2012, Forecaster 1 makes a forecast on 7 January 2012
(forecast horizon is one day), Forecaster 2 on 6 January 2012 (forecast horizon is two days),
and so on, till Forecaster 7 who makes forecast on 1 January 2012 (7 days before). For ease
of keeping track with Forecaster ID, F1 will denote Forecaster 1, F2 will denote Forecaster
2 and so on and so forth.
In short, this is the summary of the data used in this study:
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Time horizon: Short term forecasting (1 - 7 days)
Grain: Hour
Unit: MegaWatt
Area: National
4.1 DATA
A sample of screen shots of the data is provided in Appendix B. This is a time series data
set, with seven time series for the seven forecasters and one for actual energy demanded
(observed) making a total of eight time series.
To provide a visual report on the data, daily and weekly profiles were sketched. Below is an
account for them in Figures 4.1 and Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.1: Caption for daily-profile
A typical working day in summer is depicted in Figure 4.1 (where area is national and grain
is hour, i.e. national total energy sent out hourly in MegaWatts) to represent daily energy
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demand. This figure is an excellent representation of electrical energy demand in MegaWatts
(y-axis) while the (x-axis) is time in hours. It can be seen from the caption that there are
generally two peaks in the daily profile for energy demand. The first peak is experienced in
the mornings (when families are expected to use more electricity to heat up water, prepare
breakfast, etc) and the latter peak is experienced in the evenings (as people are expected to
use more electricity to prepare evening meals, heat water, watch television, etc). The first
daily peak is wider and has a longer time span than the second peak which is narrow but high.
So far, exploratory analysis of this study was harmonious with existing literature by revealing
the well known daily and weekly energy demand profiles.
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Figure 4.2: Caption for weekly-profile
Figure 4.2 is a weekly electricity demand profile (for the week 1 July 2007 - 8 July 2007,
where the grain was one hour and area was national) as shown by 5 weekday peaks and
followed by two lesser weekend peaks. This is perfectly explainable as during the week, both
business and industries are at their maximum whereas the weekends are a time to relax and
‘not work’. The ‘weekly’ graphical representation of the data has date in the x-axis and
energy demand in y-axis.
After exploratory analysis and the preliminary inspection of the data, one then has an idea
of how to proceed, learns from the initial results and studies the characteristics of the data.
Energy demand prediction is highly uncertain. Despite that, forecasting still had to be made.
4.2 SUMMARY
This chapter has introduced the primary data as sourced from the electricity utility as the
only data for consideration. The data of more than 30 000 elements represent the dates
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8 January 2000 to 7 September 2009. An exploratory analysis has showed energy demand
profiles for daily and weekly profiles. The initial exploratory results show a daily profile
with a smaller and wider morning peak followed by a slightly higher and narrow evening
peak. This is also congruent with the literature. The weekly peaks prove a logical seven
daily peaks with the smallest being on a Sunday followed by Saturday.
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Chapter 5
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
“To say what is false is true is false and to say what is true is false is false”.
Author unknown
Empirical analysis is the core content of any scientific investigation of any phenomenon.
Therefore, in this study a systematic and chronological presentation of the study contents is
important. The chapter contents will be presented as follows: structure of analysis in terms
of time periods (of the data) used throughout analysis, then an assessment of the regression
model, then horizon splitting procedure is introduced and then models that emanate from
the splitting procedure introduced. Afterwards, the unbiased minimum variance model is
suggested, justified and tested. After the scrutiny of consolidation techniques, a complete
comparison of all models investigated is done using the criteria mentioned in Chapter 3
section 3.3.1. The chapter ends with a summary.
5.1 STRUCTURE OF ANALYSIS
The analysis was structured as in Figure 5.1 as follows: data dated 8 January 2000 to 1
January 2008 were used in the estimation (or training) period, data dated 2 January 2008
to 1 January 2009 were used in the calibration (or validation) period and lastly, data dated
2 January 2009 to 1 July 2009 were used as hold-out sample called verification period.
Now that the structure has been given, the next section will dwell on the nitty gritty of
the models. The first model under review is regression using the generalized least squares
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Figure 5.1: Caption for analysis process
method.
5.2 RESULTS FOR REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Regression in its own right is a consolidating tool, but the focal point is slightly slanted as a
tool of best choice where consideration is not made of different time horizons, as is the pri-
mary object of this study. Consequently, in that respect it fails to meet the minimal desires
and requirements of the study. It cannot however, be completely disregarded. Foundational
regression analysis was done for this study to offer a comparable method where the proposed
consolidation tool can be tested.
The model generally used for consolidation using this technique is given as:
y = β0 + β1X1 + ... + βkXk (5.1)
where X1, ...Xk are k independent variables and β0, β1, ...βk are regression parameters. For
this study the k independent variables are the forecasts of the seven forecasters.
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In an attempt to skip a step by step analysis, Figure 5.2 is a summary of the results.
Figure 5.2: Caption of regression for all forecasters
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The model gives a regression line of best fit as:
y = 8441.36+0.2386X1+0.1022X2+0.07376X3+0.0343X4+0.0957X5+0.00437X6+0.1457X7
(5.2)
One can immediately pickup that more weight is assigned to the first forecasters and gradu-
ally decreasing with those forecasters with longer horizons. That is, F1 has more weight in
a consolidated forecast than F2, etc. One interesting note is that F7 has more weight than
F2 to F6. This is a strange discovery.
The model also reports model sum of squares of 2.03514 ∗ 1012 and mean square of 6.13301 ∗
106. The correlation coefficient is 71.82% (reported as Fit-CurvatureTable).
A series of regression results for all seven forecasters is provided in Appendix A. An alter-
native model is presented next.
5.3 THE UNBIASEDMINIMUMVARIANCEMETHOD
The unbiased minimum variance method (UMV) of consolidation was introduced in Chapter
3 as a systematic way of optimization and consolidation of energy demand forecasts. The
following section will be a step by step process of analysing the data using this UMV. Firstly,
an assessment of forecaster bias will be calculated.
5.3.1 Forecaster bias
Forecaster bias was introduced as the the bias of the forecaster caused by the method or
tool used, or for operational reasons. Therefore to be able to correctly develop an aggregated
official forecast from different sources, it stands to reason that bias needs to be removed.
Statistically, a forecaster is biased if and only if, this condition is not met;
E(error) 6= 0, then forecaster is biased, where errors are defined as:
error (Et) = At − Ft (5.3)
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Where At is actual energy demanded at time t, and Ft is predicted/forecast at time t.
To adjust for biasedness, the mean of each forecaster’s error was calculated and the result
subtracted from the individual forecasters’ predictions. In solving for the problem, it should
be noted that subtracting a constant to the forecasts does not change the variance of this
forecaster’s error. Before testing for bias, a reminder of the structure of analysis in terms of
periods, is provided in Figure 5.1.
5.3.2 Testing for forecaster bias
As stated earlier, each of the seven forecasters had to be tested for bias. The procedure
followed has the hypothesis testing as:
Ho : E(ei) = 0
Ha : E(ei) 6= 0
for i = 1, 2, 3, ... 7.
For this hypothesis, a z−testwill be employed because the sample size is very large, therefore
the distribution will approximately be Normal (µ, σ) distribution and the variance is known.
The test statistic is:
z =
(x¯− µ0)
√
N
σ
Because the distribution is Normal (µ, σ), the hypothesis can be rewritten as:
Ho : X ∼ N(µ, σ2), µ = µ0
Ha : X ∼ N(µ, σ2), µ 6= µ0
And the distribution for z will be the Standard Normal N(0,1).Therefore the rejection rule
for this two-tail test is:
∣∣∣∣∣
(x¯− µ0)
√
N
σ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ c
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And the critical value c may be established as:
Φ(c) = 1− α
2
where α is the significance level, in this case it is 0.05.
F1 F2 F 3 F 4 F5 F6 F7
test statistic -34.2991 -40.9308 -41.0651 -40.7173 -42.5296 -44.5645 -44.8933
critical value 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96
reject YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Table 5.1: Results for hypothesis tests for all forecasters.
As illustrated in Table 5.1 , it turns out that all the forecasters were biased. On average,
they tended to over-estimate to buffer for possible demand spikes. This is understandable
and perfectly normal due to reasons mentioned earlier in Chapter 2; that there should never
be a point where demand may exceed supply. Table 5.2 summarises results for mean and
variance of errors for each forecaster.
F1 F2 F 3 F 4 F5 F6 F7
mean -34.2991 -40.9308 -41.0651 -40.7173 -42.5296 -44.5645 -44.8933
variance 202751 259797 291284 325747 364801 419222 466904
Table 5.2: Results for mean and variance of forecasters errors for estimation period.
Interpreting the mean results from Table 5.2, it can be deduced that F7 has the worst pre-
diction performance with a mean of errors of -44.8933 followed by F6, F5, F4 and F2. One
would expect Forecaster 1 (F1) to be the most accurate, with bias of -34.2991 as he predicts
a day ahead, i.e. with a forecast horizon of one. One important consideration to note follows
from an issue introduced in Chapter 3, where a question was posed: “who is better between
a forecaster who gets spot-on forecast at one point in time or the one whose overall mean of
errors is considerably lower”?
As a measure to create a buffer or surplus store for possible spikes in demand, all forecast-
ers tend to overestimate intentionally because it would be costly and be detrimental if the
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supply cannot meet any surge or counteract spontaneous demand.
Also note the variance of error, σ2e ; it reveals amongst the forecasters, who are doing a better
job, viz, forecaster 1 with the minimum σ2e of errors of 202751. All these statistics prove
and validate the theory that the expected reliable and most accurate forecaster would be the
one who predicts only a day ahead compared to the others. For correct interpretation the
statistics cannot be interpreted in isolation in the field of forecasting.
Mean µe (bias), and variance σ
2
e , are the two most common statistics calculated to assess the
initial state of affairs. But one needs to dig deeper to uncover other characteristics of the
forecasters and data. With that said, the other statistics explored are the sum of squared
errors and mean square error .
Results for sum of squared errors and mean squared error
The sum of squares of error is a very important statistic in the analysis of forecaster per-
formance over a period of time. The aspect discussed in Chapter 2, section 2.2 (Factors to
be considered) comes into play here. The correct rank and evaluation of each forecaster in
relation to others can be easily and correctly interpreted from the results of sum of squares
of error. The best forecaster is the one with the lowest sum of squares of error.
sum of squares of error mean squares of error
Forecaster 1 1.73353 ∗ 1010 203 925
Forecaster 2 2.2227 ∗ 1010 261 470
Forecaster 3 2.49045 ∗ 1010 292 967
Forecaster 4 2.78317 ∗ 1010 327 401
Forecaster 5 3.11644 ∗ 1010 366 606
Forecaster 6 3.58056 ∗ 1010 421 203
Forecaster 7 3.98614 ∗ 1010 468 914
Table 5.3: Sum of squares of error and mean squares of error results for each forecaster
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Table 5.3 above confirms what the literature has theorised, that the best forecaster would
be the one where the time horizon between the time of making the forecast and the time for
the prediction is smallest. Thus forecaster 1, whose predictions for hourly forecasts are for
the next day has the smallest sum of squares of error of 1.73353∗1010 , followed by forecaster
2 with 2.2227 ∗ 1010.
According to [18] if estimates are independently and identically distributed from a Normal
distribution, then the statistical expected value will minimize the mean square error. The
orthogonality principle states that an estimator achieves minimum square error only if the
expected value of residuals equals zero. This important aspect is especially applicable here.
The mean squared errors results concur with the sum of squares of error results, that Fore-
caster 1 is the most accurate forecaster with smallest mean squares of error result of 203
925. The next item is to calculate the correlation coefficients.
Calculating the correlation coefficients
Mathematica was used to calculate the correlation coefficient ρ, for evaluating the strength
of the relationship between variables. Comparison was made between the forecasts and the
actuals or observed electricity values. Results are posted in Table 5.4 .
Observed
Forecaster 1 0.992658
Forecaster 2 0.900584
Forecaster 3 0.989424
Forecaster 4 0.988176
Forecaster 5 0.986739
Forecaster 6 0.984771
Forecaster 7 0.983056
Table 5.4: Correlation coefficients for all forecasters during estimation period
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Despite the high correlations between forecasts and the observed energy demanded, which
in itself is a good outcome, the results also concur with the previous interpretations that
Forecaster 1 is the most precise as his forecasts are almost perfectly positively correlated to
the actuals. Remember again that Forecaster 1 only predicts a day ahead, and therefore has
more probability of being accurate than any other forecaster. The forecaster is just short of
0.734% (0.007342) to be perfect.
One side comment is that calculating for correlation on the data that has not been adjusted
for bias and the one that has been adjusted for bias does not change the correlation results! 1
The high correlation noted between the forecasts and the observed justified basing our ra-
tionale for the proposed time split procedure. Additionally, if possible, a new study can be
done to take advantage of these extremely high correlations in predicting purposes.
5.3.3 Other results for all forecasters during the estimation period
For this study a list of useful criteria has been developed to set a benchmark for compari-
son. It is acceptable practice that a sole criterion would not be ideal to draw conclusions as
previously stated. Therefore, a summary table containing all these criteria will be used to
make interpretation and draw possible conclusions.
1Adding a constant across the board does not change the variance amongst the elements.
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bias -34.2991 -40.9308 -41.0651 -40.7173 -42.5296 -44.5645 -44.8933
variance 202 751. 259797. 291 284. 325747. 364 801. 419 222. 466904.
mape % 1.2974 1.47038 1.55775 1.64358 1.73287 1.84646 1.95727
mean
perce-
ntag-
e
errors
%
-0.12752 -0.1568-
22
-0.1607-
09
-0.16104 -0.1721-
47
-0.1827-
35
-0.1862-
74
sum of
squar-
es
1.73353 ´
1010
2.2227 ´
1010
2.49045 ´
1010
2.78317 ´
1010
3.11644 ´
1010
3.58056 ´
1010
3.98614 ´
1010
mean
squar-
ed
error
203 925. 261470. 292 967. 327401. 366 606. 421 203. 468914.
mean
absol-
ute
errors
330.712 376.064 398.495 420.631 443.073 470.872 497.775
mean
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
330.199 375.381 398.001 420.153 442.771 470.407 497.411
median
absol-
ute
errors
253. 291. 309. 326. 342. 361. 381.
median -24. -29.6667 -27. -27.5833 -26. -29. -28.
median
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
252. 291.333 309. 325.583 342. 361. 381.
max
overf-
orec-
ast
3737. 3737. 3737. 3737. 3737. 3737. 5410.
Max
under-
fore-
cast
-4761. -6180. -5254. -5859. -6645. -7828. -7455.
K-S 4761. 6180. 5254. 5859. 6645. 7828. 7455.
squarero-
ot
MSE
451.58 511.341 541.264 572.19 605.48 649.001 684.773
correlat-
ion
0.992658 0.990584 0.989424 0.988176 0.986739 0.984771 0.983056
Figure 5.3: Estimation results for all forecasters (from left to right, F1 ... F7)
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The statistics above are commonly referred to as measures of precision within the field of
forecasting. In no particular order, all the statistics are calculated for the estimation (train-
ing) period, then for validation and lastly, for verification period.
Note that the units of measurement are MegaWatts/hours. Mean absolute percentage error
shows F1 as the forecaster with the least mean absolute percentage error result of 1.29%
followed by F2 with 1.47% and F7 as the worst one with 1.96%. Based on a mean absolute
percentage error benchmark of 2%, all forecasters are within the boundary, this implies they
are all predicting well in terms of mean absolute percentage error. Mean percentage error
results reveal that F1 is better than all forecasters with mean percentage error of -0.13%
followed by F2 with -0.16%.
Mean absolute error and mean absolute deviations also confirm F1 being the overall better
forecaster over the estimation period with 330.712 and 330.199 respectively. Meanwhile F7
is still the worst off forecaster for mean absolute error and mean absolute deviations. For
root mean squared error, 451.58 is for F1 and 684.77 for F7; all the others fall between the
two. The lower the root mean squared error the better.
The use of median, median absolute error and median deviations is to offer a different per-
spective with regard to forecast precision. The median error is just that, the median, while
median absolute error is median error of absolute form.Whereas the median deviation is dis-
crepancy of errors in relation to the median (similar principle to mean absolute deviations).
These measures of central tendency are congruent that F1 is a better predictor with lowest
values -24, 253 and 252 as median, median absolute error and median deviations respectively.
The maximum and minimum errors each identify accuracy at a point in time while the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic is the maximum of either the maximum under-forecasting or
over-forecasting. They are ideal because one can evaluate a forecaster’s worst (or best) pre-
diction over a given period of time. At this point, one recalls the question posed earlier about:
“Who is a better forecaster: best result over time or at a point in time?” The maximum over-
forecast was 3737 for most except F7 with 5410; meanwhile maximum under-forecast for F1
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was -4161 and F7 with -7455. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov was the forecasters’ maximum of
either under-forecasting or over-forecasting.
5.3.4 Calculation of weights
Overall for all forecasters, this is a great achievement. These were the results of the estimation
period. Using the unbiased minimum variance method, the next task is to calculate the
weights from the variances σee, where weights (wi) are calculated as:
wi =
1
σ2ei
/
[ 7∑
i=1
(
1
σ2ei
)
]
(i = 1, ...7) (5.4)
After getting the weights wi for all Fi, bias was removed (by subtracting it) from the fore-
casts to make them unbiased.
Observed
Forecaster 1 0.218696
Forecaster 2 0.170674
Forecaster 3 0.152225
Forecaster 4 0.13612
Forecaster 5 0.121548
Forecaster 6 0.105769
Forecaster 7 0.0949676
Table 5.5: Weights of all forecasters derived from estimation period
As expected, F1 had more weighting than others of 21.87% and least was F7 with only
9.5%. To confirm that the forecasts are unbiased, it was calculated to check if E(ei) = 0 for
i = 1, ..., 7, then progressed to analyze the validation period. The results obtained for the
validation period are explained next.
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bias -133.065 -170.131 -192.16 -211.861 -231.512 -265.852 -296.139
variance 328 626. 454142. 503 720. 528523. 556 791. 557 577. 565430.
mape % 1.45606 1.7398 1.8729 1.94183 2.01651 2.10137 2.19089
mean
perce-
ntag-
e
errors
%
-0.5279-
89
-0.6886-
23
-0.7802-
23
-0.85799 -0.9322-
79
-1.06196 -1.18072
sum of
squar-
es
3.03354 ´
109
4.23139 ´
109
4.73555 ´
109
5.02252 ´
109
5.34645 ´
109
5.50295 ´
109
5.72084 ´
109
mean
squar-
ed
error
346 294. 483035. 540 588. 573347. 610 325. 628 190. 653064.
mean
absol-
ute
errors
398.524 473.213 507.511 525.648 545.879 567.348 589.658
mean
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
388.768 456.789 489.409 503.621 523.049 536.174 549.688
median
absol-
ute
errors
279. 348. 372. 380. 391. 412. 430.
median -101. -146. -158. -177. -183. -212. -242.5
median
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
270. 325. 351. 359. 367. 386. 398.5
max
overf-
orec-
ast
2124. 2630. 2856. 2893. 3037. 3008. 3008.
Max
under-
fore-
cast
-4761. -4725. -4725. -4332. -4332. -4167. -4000.
K-S 4761. 4725. 4725. 4332. 4332. 4167. 4000.
squarero-
ot
MSE
588.468 695.007 735.247 757.197 781.233 792.585 808.124
correlat-
ion
0.985225 0.979502 0.977236 0.976101 0.974807 0.974771 0.974422
Figure 5.4: Validation unadjusted results for all forecasters (from left to right, F1 ... F7)
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5.3.5 Results for validation period
For this period three steps were followed; (1) calculating errors on biased forecasts, (2) calcu-
lating all statistics on unbiased forecasts (after adjusting for bias) and then (3) consolidating
unbiased forecasts to form a consolidated forecast using the UMV method. The results for
validation before adjusting for biased are presented in Figure 5.4 and for validation after
adjusting for bias in Figure 5.5.
bias -98.7658 -129.201 -151.095 -171.143 -188.983 -221.288 -251.245
variance 328 626. 454 142. 503720. 528523. 556791. 557577. 565430.
mape % 1.43193 1.7067 1.83816 1.90439 1.97599 2.05241 2.13543
mean
perce-
ntag-
e
errors
%
-0.4015-
71
-0.5377-
63
-0.6288-
67
-0.7079-
16
-0.7755-
26
-0.8977-
03
-1.01525
sum of
squar-
es
2.96388 ´
109
4.12406 ´
109
4.61207 ´
109
4.88591 ´
109
5.18979 ´
109
5.31278 ´
109
5.50557 ´
109
mean
squar-
ed
error
338 343. 470 783. 526492. 557752. 592441. 606481. 628490.
mean
absol-
ute
errors
392.542 465.11 499.076 516.533 536.014 555.236 575.716
mean
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
388.768 456.789 489.409 503.621 523.049 536.174 549.688
median
absol-
ute
errors
273.701 339.069 363.935 370.717 381.53 402.436 416.893
median -66.7009 -105.069 -116.935 -136.283 -140.47 -167.436 -197.607
median
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
270. 325. 351. 359. 367. 386. 398.5
max
overf-
orec-
ast
2158.3 2670.93 2897.07 2933.72 3079.53 3052.56 3052.89
Max
under-
fore-
cast
-4726.7 -4684.07 -4683.93 -4291.28 -4289.47 -4122.44 -3955.11
K-S 4726.7 4684.07 4683.93 4291.28 4289.47 4122.44 3955.11
squarero-
ot
MSE
581.672 686.136 725.598 746.828 769.702 778.769 792.773
correlat-
ion
0.985225 0.979502 0.977236 0.976101 0.974807 0.974771 0.974422
Figure 5.5: Validation (adjusted for bias) results for all forecasters (from left to right, F1 ...
F7)
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As in the estimation phase, F1 is still a better forecaster than any forecaster when inter-
preting the aforementioned statistics. F1 has the lowest bias of -133.06, error variance of
328 626, mean absolute percentage error of 1.45%, mean percentage error of -0.528%, sum of
squares of error of 3.0354 ∗ 109 , mean square error of 346 214, mean absolute error of 398.53,
median error of -101, median absolute error of 279, median absolute deviation of 270, max
over-forecast of 2124, max under-forecast of -4761 (worst of all forecasters), Kolmogorov-
Smirnov of 4761 (also the worst one), highest correlation of 98.52%.
Comparing the results for validation before and after adjusting for bias, one will immedi-
ately pick up that there was a general improvement in most statistics across the board. This
solidified and supported the implementation of the philosophy of adjusting for bias before
consolidation. The forecasts were adjusted for bias and then used to construct a consolidated
forecast (Forecaster 8) with results furnished in Figure 5.6.
bias -2.37092 ´ 10-12
variance 427649.
mape % 1.64033
mean percentage errors % -0.0680576
sum of squares 3.74578 ´ 109
mean squared error 427600.
mean absolute errors 448.971
mean absolute deviations 448.971
median absolute errors 312.699
median 40.6531
median absolute deviations 308.444
max overforecast 2744.36
Max underforecast -4193.75
K-S 4193.75
squareroot MSE 653.912
correlation 0.980716
Figure 5.6: Validation consolidation (F8) results for validation period
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F8 (consolidated forecaster) was unbiased with bias of approximately 0, has second lowest:
error variance of 427 649, mean absolute percentage error of 1.64%, mean percentage error
of -0.68%, sum of squares of error of 3.7458 ∗ 109, mean squared error of 427 600, mean
absolute error of 448.971, mean absolute deviation of 448.971, median error of -101, median
absolute error of 312.70, median error of 40.65, median absolute deviation of 308.44, max
over-forecast of 2744, max under-forecast of -4193 , Kolmogorov-Smirnov of 4193, correlation
of 98.07%. The only best statistic shows an error-free forecaster with bias of 0.
Weights for the verification period were derived based on the validation period. For more
on the verification results, see Figure 5.7. As these data were used as a hold-out sample, the
method was tested to check if it could prove to be better than any forecaster.
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bias -39.09 -34.3234 -25.857 -16.0253 -21.7681 -53.9716 -64.5477
variance 173 281. 278093. 291 120. 322446. 348 632. 397 942. 439614.
mape % 1.21048 1.46946 1.57193 1.64736 1.71102 1.83351 1.92508
mean
perce-
ntag-
e
errors
%
-0.1793-
98
-0.18056 -0.15393 -0.1214-
38
-0.1506-
69
-0.2899-
55
-0.3518-
17
sum of
squar-
es
7.55001 ´
108
1.20617 ´
109
1.26023 ´
109
1.39375 ´
109
1.50779 ´
109
1.7313 ´
109
1.91669 ´
109
mean
squar-
ed
error
174 769. 279207. 291 721. 322628. 349 026. 400 763. 443679.
mean
absol-
ute
errors
317.428 387.545 414.834 435.257 451.371 480.393 501.046
mean
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
315.557 385.938 413.49 434.352 450.485 477.769 497.245
median
absol-
ute
errors
248. 308. 338. 352. 358.5 372. 388.
median -40. -42. -40.5 -41.5 -38. -61.5 -75.
median
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
248. 309. 334.5 348.5 359. 372.5 386.
max
overf-
orec-
ast
2353. 2949. 2949. 2949. 2949. 2949. 4363.
Max
under-
fore-
cast
-1938. -6180. -2309. -2309. -2309. -2458. -2458.
K-S 2353. 6180. 2949. 2949. 2949. 2949. 4363.
squarero-
ot
MSE
418.053 528.4 540.112 568.004 590.784 633.059 666.092
correlat-
ion
0.992552 0.988025 0.987474 0.98612 0.984995 0.982888 0.981218
Figure 5.7: Verification results for all forecasters (from left to right, F1 ... F7)
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bias -1.46109 ´ 10-12
variance 240114.
mape % 1.42132
mean percentage errors % -0.0584209
sum of squares 1.03705 ´ 109
mean squared error 240059.
mean absolute errors 374.493
mean absolute deviations 374.493
median absolute errors 301.52
median -14.5517
median absolute deviations 299.743
max overforecast 2816.79
Max underforecast -2146.
K-S 2816.79
squareroot MSE 489.958
correlation 0.989754
Figure 5.8: Verification consolidated (F8) results for verification period
If bias alone could be used as a determining result, then when comparing F8 with the main
seven forecasters, F8 proved to be the most bias-free predictor with bias of 0. But for
the other statistics like mean absolute percentage error, mean absolute error, Kolmogorov-
Smirnov, etc, F8 does better than most except F1. A possible explanation might be that F8
uses some information (forecasts) of some of the worst forecasters, hence this will make the
results not as great as it should.
Results for mean absolute scaled error
Reading from the mean absolute scaled error results Table 5.6, it can be noted that the
consolidated forecast is still performing well, coming second in both the validation and ver-
ification periods. Therefore, one may conclude that the model works fairly well.
Limitations of the UMV method
The main assumption is that forecasters’ mean of error and variance of error are constant.
This is a major limitation of the model. Another possible explanation would be that the
validation and verification periods were a time where in South Africa like the rest of the world,
the economy in general was experiencing some difficulties. Thus, interpreting the periods
may lead to distorted results. One has to always acknowledge the presence of disturbances
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Estimation Validation Verification
F1 0.47 0.456582 0.368956
F2 0.462815 0.536469 0.451248
F3 0.49042 0.574778 0.483463
F4 0.517662 0.591469 0.507855
F5 0.545281 0.614286 0.526718
F6 0.579492 0.629701 0.558619
F7 0.612601 0.645572 0.581391
Cons 0.527287 0.437866
Table 5.6: Results for mean absolute scaled error for all periods
in data if they exist. Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 can better express it visually.
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Figure 5.9: Means over time for each forecaster
Figure 5.10: Variances over time for each forecaster
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The critical point shown by the above figures is that when consolidating for a bigger span of
time (for instance 5 years) and use the overall variance of the entire period to derive weights,
the shorter period’s variances (in this example yearly variances) may change so much that
the consolidated result may not be accurate. Likewise with adjusting for bias, forecaster
performance vary with time (some become better while some worse-off), therefore this may
also lead to incorrect adjusting figures.
For example, in 2001, the bias for all forecasters was relatively small, therefore adjusting 2002
forecasts with 2001 figures will lead to an incorrect result by obtaining a biased consolidated
forecast. What is even worse is that in 2001 bias was positive and in 2002 it was negative,
therefore using 2001 results will overstate the forecasts for 2002 even more. Likewise with
using variances to derive weights, towards 2001 forecaster 7 was getting better and accurate
forecasts shown by a declining variance, therefore if weight is only determined yearly (for
example), this will not reflect in the consolidated forecast.
This will put a question mark on the generality of the proposed model. The generality of
the model was corrected by using the appropriate weights for the time in question. Even
though the period 2008 - 2009 (as it was included in the data) was a recession, the model
will show that in the variance of demand and then correct (or penalise) that in the weights
of the most affected forecaster(s). This means that the model is self-correcting.
At this point, the UMVmethod theoretically still hold as proved by an example in Chapter 3,
section 3.3.2, where it was shown that the consolidated forecaster will achieve the minimum
variance of all contributing forecasters. Because the main aspect is minimising the variance,
it can be deduced from the empirical results of F8 (of this study) that most, if not all, other
criteria will also achieve a better result. However, it should be noted that, it is a generalised
deduction based on the results of this study only.
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5.4 COMPARING THE UMV METHOD WITH RE-
GRESSION
To compare the two methods, the researchers employed the available statistics for assessment.
For regression see Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.8 for the consolidated forecast in verification
period.
Mean squared error Sum of squares Correlation
UMV method 240 059 1.03705 ∗ 109 0.989754
Regression 2.54393 ∗ 1012 1.63702 ∗ 1011 0.718188
Table 5.7: Results for mean and variance of forecasters errors for estimation period.
By examining the comparable statistics, it can be concluded that the unbiased minimum
variance method is way better than consolidating using regression. The reported mean
squared error is 240 059 for the UMV method while regression managed 2.54393∗1012 . Sum
of squares also shows UMV as a better method. Correlation coefficient clearly distinguishes
UMV as a better tool with 98.98% accuracy while regression has 71.82%.
5.5 SUMMARY
Initially, there are seven forecasters who have different horizons, and from their variance of
errors, weights are derived to give more weighting to those who perform well. The weights
are used to aggregate forecasts to make one consolidated forecast which is unbiased. This
consolidated forecast was evaluated against the seven initial forecasters. The empirical anal-
ysis has shown that the consolidated forecaster fares well as it came second in all the criteria
used. Consolidation was done using unbiased minimum variance method and tested against
the regression method.
Examining the available statistics, it can be concluded that the unbiased minimum variance
approach is way better than consolidating using regression. The reported mean squared error
is 240 059 for the UMV method while regression managed 2.54393 ∗ 1012. Sum of squares
also shows UMV as a better method. Correlation coefficient clearly distinguishes UMV as
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a better tool with 98.98% accuracy while regression has 71.82%. The UMV model has its
own shortcomings as the assumption that the variance of each forecaster is constant is very
dangerous in the sense that forecasters’ skills will always improve (or get worse) over time.
Overall, the UMV approach can be used to consolidate energy demand forecasts or forecasts
in any field.
F1 turns out to be the best predictor as proved by the criteria. Viewing this from the or-
ganisational point of view, this would be a very fatal decision to base all the ‘consolidation
process’ on that forecaster because of the following reasons: (1) the figures provided by F1
represent one source (either individual, office or node) therefore will suffer from its oper-
ational bias as discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.2.3, therefore this will always be skewed
according to the sources mandate, (2) this does not take into account other sources’ input,
i.e. other forecasts, (3) should the source leave the organisation or unit (individuals specif-
ically), the system would immediately collapse, and (4) there is a high cost of loss (or to
keep) this system intact, i.e. to place the value of consolidation on one person is very costly
financially to keep if the person wants to leave.
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
”Don’t fear failure so much that you refuse to try new things. The saddest summary of a
life contains three descriptions: could have, might have, and should have.”
Louis E. Boone
This chapter is dedicated to summing up the work done in this study. Firstly, the chapter
will assess how the results compare to the literature surveyed in Chapter 2. Secondly, it
looks at the data and their characteristics and thirdly, the empirical results are summarised.
Then, some conclusions are made about the study so that appropriate generalisations can
be made where applicable, and finally, I propose some recommendations for future studies.
6.1 COMPARISON WITH THE LITERATURE
The results of the study were consistent with the general theory in the literature. For
instance, the energy demand profiles for the daily demand in Chapter 3 are congruent with
the well known daily demand profiles. This was expected as the data were sourced from the
electricity utility thereby rendering the study profiles accurate.
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6.2 COMPARISONWITH RESEARCHOBJECTIVES
For any research project to be ultimately successful, it needs to be able to meet the set
objectives. In our case, the primary object of the study was to create a consolidating
instrument that would be able to aggregate different forecasts into one official one. I believe
the proposed model has successfully done just that. Moreover, the study was able to meet
the auxiliary object of contributing to the field of consolidation by creating a new body of
knowledge.
6.3 SUMMARY OF EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The first step was to check the correlation coefficients of each forecaster and then correct
for bias. These unbiased estimates were then used to calculate weights, which in turn were
used for consolidation. The estimation period was used to assess forecaster performance and
the validation period was used to recheck forecaster performance and then adjust for bias so
that weights could be derived for consolidation.
The verification period was used for testing the model. The consolidated forecaster the best
in term of mean error with a report result of 0, which means he is unbiased. Additionally,
the consolidated forecaster was second overall best forecaster with all reported result coming
second to Forecaster 1. Even-though F1 was tops, the consolidated forecast was not far
behind. For example, correlation for F1 was 99.26%, for the consolidated forecast it was
98.98% and for median absolute error for F1 was 248 while for consolidated forecast was
301.52. It should be noted that the consolidated forecast incorporated contributions from
other forecasters.
The proposed UMV model was compared to the regression model where it was concluded
that the unbiased minimum variance approach is way better than consolidating using regres-
sion. The reported mean squared error was 240 059 for the UMV method while regression
managed 2.54393∗1012 . Sum of squares error and correlation coefficient results favoured the
UMV model.
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This alone proves that consolidated forecasts could be used by any electricity utility or any
forecasting business for decision making.
6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS
During the course of this research, the researcher has learnt a great deal about the new and
pioneering field of consolidations. This research however has yet to tap into the expertise
of human minds, known as the expert systems. This has left some room for future devel-
opments in aggregation. The current best methods that industry and statistical methods
use are yet to prove better against experience. Experience is one thing that is undeniably
protected. This shows the urgent need for a study to solely focus on these experiences and
learn how can one acquire such knowledge without spending time on ’experiential learning’.
This study has shed some light on a possible direction the energy industry or forecasting
fraternity should take with regards to consolidation because the greatest focus in this kind of
industry is predicting the future. As there are more and more sources of similar predictions,
there is a critical need for a well-documented and supported method to consolidate these
forecasts and produce one ideal future forecast. As the author in [25] who is quoted in
Chapter 2 says, “the most accurate and reliable output is that of a crowd rather than any
individual”.
6.5 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The most crucial hindrance was the lack of any specific and pin-pointed literature on consol-
idation that utilises scientific reasoning. This created a barrier in that there was not much
we could compare our findings to. Most of the literature found was outdated and outmoded,
especially as most of it deals with Bayesian decision theory, which is inapplicable to this
research problem. On the other hand, this meant that we could make a pioneering contri-
bution to the field of statistics dealing with consolidation.
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Any user of Mathematica needs to have superficial knowledge of computer programming. I
had to take baby steps in learning the programming language as I had no past experience
or background. It took some sleepless nights and constant use of Mathematica helper to be
able to create a working algorithm.
6.6 FUTURE RESEARCH
The newly proposed model addresses most of the aspects of forecast consolidation which
was the primary object of this study. However, there are gaps which future studies may
prioritise. These include:
• Incorporating the impact of events in forecasting, e.g. effect of a public holiday, strike,
etc.
• Incorporating adjustments in the model
• Incorporating adjustments by management (coupled with experience)
Impact of events in forecasting
It is without doubt that events play a critical role in forecasting. For example, a public
holiday will affect a forecast tremendously as will a strike, recession, etc. All these phenomena
should be investigated further.
Incorporating adjustments
This relates to any form of correction due to newly uncovered information. As most of the
models investigated rely upon the principle of history repeats itself, there are certain aspects
where newly unearthed information may mean the difference between a blackout and just
poor forecasting. This adjustment is performed by the forecasters. It is a crucial detail
that may need a new study, especially to address the issue of weighing which information
warrants the adjustment and which does not.
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Incorporating adjustments by management
After consolidation has occurred, a senior official has to sign off on the accuracy of such fore-
casts. If such a supervisor sees a need to adjust the forecast due to his or her experience of
forecasting, the model should be able to accommodate such needs. It is a well known human
phenomenon that ‘experience is better than theory’. Such a qualitative factor (experience),
is parallel to scientific evidence that relies on hard core facts, therefore justifying when or
giving reasons for management adjustments makes it extremely hard to incorporate in a
consolidating instrument. Nonetheless, this must be done because an experienced manager’s
word is worth more than that of a forecaster. This also makes theoretically true the chain
of command, i.e. supervisor adjusts for forecaster, manager adjusts for supervisor, director
adjusts for manager, etc.
These shortcomings create gaps which possible future studies may target.
6.7 HIGHLIGHTS OF THE STUDY
It would not be proper of me to describe the limitations and not mention the highs of the
study. So far, as more are yet to come, the greatest and most cherished moment I had during
this research was the feedback I received when I presented the work in progress to the Eu-
ropean Simulation and Modeling conference in Hasselt, Belgium (25 - 28 October 2010) and
Applied Stochastic Modeling and Data Analysis international conference in Ankara, Turkey
(2 - 5 May 2011). I realised that the quality and level of output we are achieving is not only
good but of international standard. Judging from the constructive criticism that I received
this was truly promising.
Other very crucial highlights are the moments after days (weeks, or even months) of labour
when suddenly the algorithm worked! No words can express the satisfaction and pleasure
when the pieces of the puzzle come together. A solid foundation is the support base each
researcher receives from the inputs from the team members of the Energy Research Group
supervised by Professor Igor Litvine. That was a pillar of strength in most of the research
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projects.
6.8 SUMMARY
The unbiased minimum variance method is truly a consolidation instrument that works.
With more fine-tuning it promises to be a great tool for any forecasting warehouse. I believe
that the research objective and aims have been fully met. The consolidation instrument also
works even though it can do with more improvements.
To end it all, I would like to sign-out with this wonderful quote;
”To know that we know what we know, and that we do not know what we do not know, that
is true knowledge.”
Henry David Thoreau
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Appendix A: Regression results
Figure 6.1: Caption for regression of F1
Figure 6.2: Caption for regression of F2
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Figure 6.3: Caption for regression of F3
Figure 6.4: Caption for regression of F4
Figure 6.5: Caption for regression of F5
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Figure 6.6: Caption for regression of F6
Figure 6.7: Caption for regression of F7
Figure 6.8: Caption for regression of two forecasters
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Figure 6.9: Caption for regression of three forecasters
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Appendix B: Mathematica code
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Summer day coefficients Winter day coefficients
hour percent hour percent
1:00 3.47% 1:00 3.30%
2:00 3.43% 2:00 3.24%
3:00 3.41% 3:00 3.23%
4:00 3.42% 4:00 3.27%
5:00 3.52% 5:00 3.41%
6:00 3.86% 6:00 3.82%
7:00 4.16% 7:00 4.35%
8:00 4.26% 8:00 4.41%
9:00 4.44% 9:00 4.48%
10:00 4.46% 10:00 4.48%
11:00 4.58% 11:00 4.56%
12:00 4.59% 12:00 4.57%
13:00 4.54% 13:00 4.53%
14:00 4.51% 14:00 4.50%
15:00 4.51% 15:00 4.52%
16:00 4.55% 16:00 4.58%
17:00 4.55% 17:00 4.68%
18:00 4.45% 18:00 4.88%
19:00 4.39% 19:00 4.87%
20:00 4.59% 20:00 4.66%
21:00 4.55% 21:00 4.44%
22:00 4.23% 22:00 4.10%
23:00 3.89% 23:00 3.70%
0:00 3.63% 0:00 3.43%
Table 6.1: Distribution patterns of hourly load profiles for summer and winter days.
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SetDirectory@"f:\\mathematica"D
f:\mathematica
data = Import@"Eskom_A10_G1_051011_abel.csv"D;
data@@800DD
86392, 24663, 0, 3177126000, 24671, 24991.3, 25311.7, 25632, 25632, 24948, 24948<
Dimensions@dataD
887552, 11<
del = Select@data, Hð@@5DD > 0L && Hð@@6DD > 0L &D;
Dimensions@delD
885008, 11<
Deleted = Length@dataD - Length@delD
2544
dataI = Transpose@delD;
Actuals = dataI@@2DD;
DateFor = dataI@@4DD;
Fcs = Table@dataI@@kDD, 8k, 5, 11<D;
Table@Length@Fcs@@aDDD, 8a, 1, 7<D
885008, 85008, 85008, 85008, 85008, 85008, 85008<
TrData = Select@del,
Hð@@4DD ³ AbsoluteTime@82000, 8, 3<DL && Hð@@4DD < AbsoluteTime@82008, 1, 1<DL &D;
Length@TrDataD
62424
Needs@"Calendar`"D
TrFore = Table@Take@Fcs@@aDD, Length@TrDataDD, 8a, 1, 7<D;
TrActuals = Take@Actuals, Length@TrDataDD;
Dimensions@TrActualsD
Dimensions@TrForeD
862424<
87, 62424<
TrErr = Table@TrFore@@a, mDD - TrActuals@@mDD,
8a, 1, Length@TrForeD<, 8m, 1, Length@TrActualsD<D;
Table@ListPlot@TrErr@@aDDD, 8a, 1, Length@TrErrD<D;
(*Summary results follows*)
error@a_, b_D := Table@a@@kDD - b@@kDD, 8k, 1, Length@aD<D
H*Table@error@act,for@@iDDD,8i,1,Length@forD<D*L
bias@e_D := Mean@eD  N
var@c_D := Variance@cD  N
mape@c_, d_D := Mean@Table@Abs@Hc@@kDD - d@@kDDL  c@@kDDD * 100, 8k, 1, Length@cD<DD  N
mpe@c_, d_D := Mean@Table@Hc@@kDD - d@@kDDL  c@@kDD * 100, 8k, 1, Length@dD<DD  N
meanAbs@e_D := Mean@Abs@eDD  N
sumOfSqrs@e_D := Total@e^2D  N
StdErr@e_D := Mean@eD  StandardDeviation@eD  N
stdDev@e_D := StandardDeviation@eD  N
mad@e_, f_D := Mean@Abs@He - fL - Mean@He - fLDDD  N
medAbs@e_, f_D := Median@Abs@He - fLDD  N
median@e_, f_D := Median@He - fLD  N
medianDev@e_, f_D := Median@Abs@He - fL - Median@He - fLDDD  N
cor@e_, f_D := Correlation@e, fD  N
rmse@e_D := Sqrt@Mean@e^2DD  N
max@e_D := Max@eD  N
min@e_D := Min@eD  N
mse@e_D := Mean@e^2D  N
summary@a_, f_D := Module@8<,
res = error@a, fD;
Print@"bias = ", bias@resDD;
Print@"variance = ", var@resDD;
Print@"mape = ", mape@a, fD, "%"D;
Print@"mean percentage errors = ", mpe@a, fD, "%"D;
Print@"sum of squares = ", sumOfSqrs@resDD;
Print@"mean squared error = ", mse@resDD
Print@"mean absolute errors = ", meanAbs@resDD;
Print@"Mean Absolute deviations = ", mad@a, fDD;
Print@"Median Absolute deviations = ", med@a, fDD;
Print@"Median deviations = ", medianDev@a, fDD;
Print@"Max = ", max@resDD;
Print@"Min = ", min@resDD;
Print@"Squareroot MSE = ", rmse@resDD;
Print@"correlation = ", cor@a, fDD;
D
SummaryTable@a_, f_D := Module@8<,
d = Length@fD;
res = Table@error@a, f@@iDDD, 8i, 1, d<D;
st = Transpose@Join@88"bias", "variance", "mape %", "mean percentage errors % ",
"sum of squares", "mean squared error", "mean absolute errors",
"mean absolute deviations", "median absolute errors",
"median", "median absolute deviations", "max overforecast",
"Max underforecast", "K-S", "squareroot MSE", "correlation"<<,
Table@8bias@res@@iDDD, var@res@@iDDD, mape@a, f@@iDDD, mpe@a, f@@iDDD,
sumOfSqrs@res@@iDDD, mse@res@@iDDD, meanAbs@res@@iDDD, mad@a, f@@iDDD,
medAbs@a, f@@iDDD, median@a, f@@iDDD, medianDev@a, f@@iDDD,
max@res@@iDDD, min@res@@iDDD, Max@max@res@@iDDD, -min@res@@iDDDD,
rmse@res@@iDDD, cor@a, f@@iDDD<, 8i, 1, d<DDD;
Print@Grid@st, Frame ® AllDD;
stD
2   Final final (10 Nov 2011).nb
SummaryTable@Actuals, FcsD;
bias -34.2991 -40.9308 -41.0651 -40.7173 -42.5296 -44.5645 -44.8933
variance 202751. 259797. 291284. 325747. 364801. 419222. 466904.
mape % 1.2974 1.47038 1.55775 1.64358 1.73287 1.84646 1.95727
mean
perce-
ntag-
e
errors
%
-0.12752 -
0.156822
-
0.160709
-0.16104 -
0.172147
-
0.182735
-
0.186274
sum of
squar-
es
1.73353 ´
1010
2.2227 ´
1010
2.49045 ´
1010
2.78317 ´
1010
3.11644 ´
1010
3.58056 ´
1010
3.98614 ´
1010
mean
squar-
ed
error
203925. 261470. 292967. 327401. 366606. 421203. 468914.
mean
absol-
ute
errors
330.712 376.064 398.495 420.631 443.073 470.872 497.775
mean
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
330.199 375.381 398.001 420.153 442.771 470.407 497.411
median
absol-
ute
errors
253. 291. 309. 326. 342. 361. 381.
median -24. -29.6667 -27. -27.5833 -26. -29. -28.
median
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
252. 291.333 309. 325.583 342. 361. 381.
max
overf-
orec-
ast
3737. 3737. 3737. 3737. 3737. 3737. 5410.
Max
under-
fore-
cast
-4761. -6180. -5254. -5859. -6645. -7828. -7455.
K-S 4761. 6180. 5254. 5859. 6645. 7828. 7455.
squarero-
ot
MSE
451.58 511.341 541.264 572.19 605.48 649.001 684.773
correlat-
ion
0.992658 0.990584 0.989424 0.988176 0.986739 0.984771 0.983056
Final final (10 Nov 2011).nb   3
SummaryTable@valActuals, valFcsD;
bias
variance
mape %
mean percentage errors %
sum of squares
mean squared error
mean absolute errors
mean absolute deviations
median absolute errors
median
median absolute deviations
max overforecast
Max underforecast
K-S
squareroot MSE
correlation
H*To confirm a Distinction of my MSc,
i need to include the graph showing errors over prediction intervals ,
ie run a regression model using errors, see pg 181 bottom graph*L
H*Table@summary@act,for@@iDDD,8i,1,Length@forD<D*L
H*summary@act,threeD*L
4   Final final (10 Nov 2011).nb
TRresults = SummaryTable@Actuals, FcsD;
bias -34.2991 -40.9308 -41.0651 -40.7173 -42.5296 -44.5645 -44.8933
variance 202751. 259797. 291284. 325747. 364801. 419222. 466904.
mape % 1.2974 1.47038 1.55775 1.64358 1.73287 1.84646 1.95727
mean
perce-
ntag-
e
errors
%
-0.12752 -
0.156822
-
0.160709
-0.16104 -
0.172147
-
0.182735
-
0.186274
sum of
squar-
es
1.73353 ´
1010
2.2227 ´
1010
2.49045 ´
1010
2.78317 ´
1010
3.11644 ´
1010
3.58056 ´
1010
3.98614 ´
1010
mean
squar-
ed
error
203925. 261470. 292967. 327401. 366606. 421203. 468914.
mean
absol-
ute
errors
330.712 376.064 398.495 420.631 443.073 470.872 497.775
mean
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
330.199 375.381 398.001 420.153 442.771 470.407 497.411
median
absol-
ute
errors
253. 291. 309. 326. 342. 361. 381.
median -24. -29.6667 -27. -27.5833 -26. -29. -28.
median
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
252. 291.333 309. 325.583 342. 361. 381.
max
overf-
orec-
ast
3737. 3737. 3737. 3737. 3737. 3737. 5410.
Max
under-
fore-
cast
-4761. -6180. -5254. -5859. -6645. -7828. -7455.
K-S 4761. 6180. 5254. 5859. 6645. 7828. 7455.
squarero-
ot
MSE
451.58 511.341 541.264 572.19 605.48 649.001 684.773
correlat-
ion
0.992658 0.990584 0.989424 0.988176 0.986739 0.984771 0.983056
H*above results are summarised in Excel sheet called resultsAll*L
TRvar = 1  Table@Variance@Fcs@@iDD - ActualsD  N, 8i, 1, Length@FcsD<D;
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Total@TRvarD
0.0000225526
TRweights = Table@TRvar@@aDD  Total@TRvarD, 8a, 1, Length@TRvarD<D
Total@TRweightsD
80.218696, 0.170674, 0.152225, 0.13612, 0.121548, 0.105769, 0.0949676<
1.
 
VALIDATIONPERIOD
PERIOD VALIDATION
H*the above weights are derived from the trainig data,
first holdout data, the next step is to select the validation
data and us weights to calculate the consolidated forecast*L
ValData = Select@del,
Hð@@4DD ³ AbsoluteTime@82008, 1, 2<DL && Hð@@4DD < AbsoluteTime@82009, 1, 1<DL &D;
Dimensions@
ValDataD
88760, 11<
valI = Transpose@ValDataD;
valActuals = valI@@2DD;
valFcs = Table@valI@@kDD, 8k, 5, 11<D;
Dimensions@valActualsD
Dimensions@valFcsD
88760<
87, 8760<
6   Final final (10 Nov 2011).nb
SummaryTable@valActuals, valFcsD;
bias -133.065 -170.131 -192.16 -211.861 -231.512 -265.852 -296.139
variance 328626. 454142. 503720. 528523. 556791. 557577. 565430.
mape % 1.45606 1.7398 1.8729 1.94183 2.01651 2.10137 2.19089
mean
perce-
ntag-
e
errors
%
-
0.527989
-
0.688623
-
0.780223
-0.85799 -
0.932279
-1.06196 -1.18072
sum of
squar-
es
3.03354 ´
109
4.23139 ´
109
4.73555 ´
109
5.02252 ´
109
5.34645 ´
109
5.50295 ´
109
5.72084 ´
109
mean
squar-
ed
error
346294. 483035. 540588. 573347. 610325. 628190. 653064.
mean
absol-
ute
errors
398.524 473.213 507.511 525.648 545.879 567.348 589.658
mean
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
388.768 456.789 489.409 503.621 523.049 536.174 549.688
median
absol-
ute
errors
279. 348. 372. 380. 391. 412. 430.
median -101. -146. -158. -177. -183. -212. -242.5
median
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
270. 325. 351. 359. 367. 386. 398.5
max
overf-
orec-
ast
2124. 2630. 2856. 2893. 3037. 3008. 3008.
Max
under-
fore-
cast
-4761. -4725. -4725. -4332. -4332. -4167. -4000.
K-S 4761. 4725. 4725. 4332. 4332. 4167. 4000.
squarero-
ot
MSE
588.468 695.007 735.247 757.197 781.233 792.585 808.124
correlat-
ion
0.985225 0.979502 0.977236 0.976101 0.974807 0.974771 0.974422
H*above results are saved in results All file,
they show for validation period before adjusting for bias*L
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Year1 = Select@del,
Hð@@4DD ³ AbsoluteTime@82000, 1, 2<DL && Hð@@4DD < AbsoluteTime@82001, 1, 1<DL &D;
Year2 = Select@del, Hð@@4DD ³ AbsoluteTime@82001, 1, 2<DL &&
Hð@@4DD < AbsoluteTime@82002, 1, 1<DL &D;
Year3 = Select@del, Hð@@4DD ³ AbsoluteTime@82002, 1, 2<DL &&
Hð@@4DD < AbsoluteTime@82003, 1, 1<DL &D;
Year4 = Select@del, Hð@@4DD ³ AbsoluteTime@82003, 1, 2<DL &&
Hð@@4DD < AbsoluteTime@82004, 1, 1<DL &D;
Year5 = Select@del, Hð@@4DD ³ AbsoluteTime@82004, 1, 2<DL &&
Hð@@4DD < AbsoluteTime@82005, 1, 1<DL &D;
Year6 = Select@del, Hð@@4DD ³ AbsoluteTime@82005, 1, 2<DL &&
Hð@@4DD < AbsoluteTime@82006, 1, 1<DL &D;
Year7 = Select@del, Hð@@4DD ³ AbsoluteTime@82006, 1, 2<DL &&
Hð@@4DD < AbsoluteTime@82007, 1, 1<DL &D;
Year8 = Select@del, Hð@@4DD ³ AbsoluteTime@82007, 1, 2<DL &&
Hð@@4DD < AbsoluteTime@82008, 1, 1<DL &D;
week = Select@del,
Hð@@4DD ³ AbsoluteTime@82007, 7, 1<DL && Hð@@4DD < AbsoluteTime@82007, 7, 8<DL &D;
DateListPlot@Table@8week@@a, 4DD, week@@a, 2DD<, 8a, 1, Length@weekD<D,
Joined ® True, AxesLabel ® AutomaticH*8Time,Energy in MegaWatts<*LD
Jul 02 Jul 04 Jul 06 Jul 08
24 000
26 000
28 000
30 000
32 000
34 000
36 000
Year8@@1DD
861825, 19877, 0, 3376684800, 20554, 20573, 20573, 20573, 20573, 20573, 20573<
Y1t = Transpose@Year1D;
Y1Act = Y1t@@2DD;
Y1tFcs = Table@Y1t@@kDD, 8k, 5, 11<D;
Y1Means = Table@Mean@Y1tFcs@@aDD - Y1ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y1tFcsD<D;
Y1Vars = Table@Variance@Y1tFcs@@aDD - Y1ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y1tFcsD<D;
s1 = ListPlot@Y1Means, Joined ® TrueD;
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Y2t = Transpose@Year2D;
Y2Act = Y2t@@2DD;
Y2tFcs = Table@Y2t@@kDD, 8k, 5, 11<D;
Y2Means = Table@Mean@Y2tFcs@@aDD - Y2ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y2tFcsD<D;
Y2Vars = Table@Variance@Y2tFcs@@aDD - Y2ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y2tFcsD<D;
s2 = ListPlot@Y2Means, Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® PinkD;
Y3t = Transpose@Year3D;
Y3Act = Y3t@@2DD;
Y3tFcs = Table@Y3t@@kDD, 8k, 5, 11<D;
Y3Means = Table@Mean@Y3tFcs@@aDD - Y3ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y3tFcsD<D;
Y3Vars = Table@Variance@Y3tFcs@@aDD - Y3ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y3tFcsD<D;
s3 = ListPlot@Y3Means, Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® BrownD;
Y4t = Transpose@Year4D;
Y4Act = Y4t@@2DD;
Y4tFcs = Table@Y4t@@kDD, 8k, 5, 11<D;
Y4Means = Table@Mean@Y4tFcs@@aDD - Y4ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y4tFcsD<D;
s4 = ListPlot@Y4Means, Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® BlackD;
Y4Vars = Table@Variance@Y4tFcs@@aDD - Y4ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y4tFcsD<D;
Y5t = Transpose@Year5D;
Y5Act = Y5t@@2DD;
Y5tFcs = Table@Y5t@@kDD, 8k, 5, 11<D;
Y5Means = Table@Mean@Y5tFcs@@aDD - Y5ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y5tFcsD<D;
Y5Vars = Table@Variance@Y5tFcs@@aDD - Y5ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y5tFcsD<D;
s5 = ListPlot@Y5Means, Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® GreenD;
Y6t = Transpose@Year6D;
Y6Act = Y6t@@2DD;
Y6tFcs = Table@Y6t@@kDD, 8k, 5, 11<D;
Y6Means = Table@Mean@Y6tFcs@@aDD - Y6ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y6tFcsD<D;
Y6Vars = Table@Variance@Y6tFcs@@aDD - Y6ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y6tFcsD<D;
s6 = ListPlot@Y6Means, Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® YellowD;
Y7t = Transpose@Year7D;
Y7Act = Y7t@@2DD;
Y7tFcs = Table@Y7t@@kDD, 8k, 5, 11<D;
Y7Means = Table@Mean@Y7tFcs@@aDD - Y7ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y7tFcsD<D;
Y7Vars = Table@Variance@Y7tFcs@@aDD - Y7ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y7tFcsD<D;
s7 = ListPlot@Y7Means, Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® RedD;
Y8t = Transpose@Year8D;
Y8Act = Y8t@@2DD;
Y8tFcs = Table@Y8t@@kDD, 8k, 5, 11<D;
Y8Means = Table@Mean@Y8tFcs@@aDD - Y8ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y8tFcsD<D;
s8 = ListPlot@Y8Means, Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® PurpleD;
Y8Vars = Table@Variance@Y8tFcs@@aDD - Y8ActD  N, 8a, 1, Length@Y8tFcsD<D;
u = 8Y1Means, Y2Means, Y3Means, Y4Means, Y5Means, Y6Means, Y7Means, Y8Means<;
y = 8Y1Vars, Y2Vars, Y3Vars, Y4Vars, Y5Vars, Y6Vars, Y7Vars, Y8Vars<;
Dimensions@yD
Dimensions@uD
88, 7<
88, 7<
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ListPlot@u, PlotLabel ® " Yearly bias for each forecaster",
AxesLabel ® "Mean Error", Joined ® TrueD
ListPlot@Transpose@uD, PlotLabel ® " forecaster bias for each year",
Axes ® True, AxesLabel ® 8"Year", "Mean Error"<, Joined ® TrueD
ListPlot@y, PlotLabel ® " Yearly variance for each forecaster",
AxesLabel ® "Variance of error"D
ListPlot@Transpose@yD, PlotLabel ® " forecaster variance for each year",
Axes ® True, AxesLabel ® 8"Year", "Variance of error"<, Joined ® TrueD
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
-100
100
200
300
Mean Error
Yearly bias for each forecaster
2 4 6 8
Year
-100
100
200
300
Mean Error
forecaster bias for each year
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
100 000
200 000
300 000
400 000
500 000
Variance of error
Yearly variance for each forecaster
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2 4 6 8
Year
100 000
200 000
300 000
400 000
500 000
Variance of error
forecaster variance for each year
H*Adjusting the validation forecasts to be unbiased by adding the means*L
getinMeans@a_, f_D := Module@8<,
res = error@a, fD;
bias @resDD;
trMeans = Table@getinMeans@valActuals, valFcs@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@FcsD<D
8-133.065, -170.131, -192.16, -211.861, -231.512, -265.852, -296.139<
H*Subtracting the means to make forecasts unbiased*L;
valFcsAdj = Table@valFcs@@aDD + trMeans@@aDD, 8a, 1, Length@valFcsD<D;
Dimensions@valFcsAdjD
87, 8760<
valFcs@@1, 1DD
valFcsAdj@@1, 1DD
21567
21433.9
Table@getinMeans@valFcsAdj@@iDD, valActualsD, 8i, 1, Length@valFcsAdjD<D
99.43549 ´ 10-13, 9.30259 ´ 10-14, 3.91623 ´ 10-13,
1.49257 ´ 10-12, 9.69297 ´ 10-13, 4.5807 ´ 10-13, -1.50378 ´ 10-12=
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SummaryTable@valActuals, valFcsAdjD;
bias -9.43549
´
10-13
-9.30259
´
10-14
-3.91623
´
10-13
-1.49257
´
10-12
-9.69297
´
10-13
-4.5807 ´
10-13
1.50378 ´
10-12
variance 328626. 454142. 503720. 528523. 556791. 557577. 565430.
mape % 1.41248 1.66671 1.7901 1.84178 1.91143 1.96269 2.01759
mean
perce-
ntag-
e
errors
%
-0.0375-
454
-
0.061562
-0.0719-
697
-0.0771-
247
-0.0789-
839
-0.0820-
932
-0.0892-
234
sum of
squar-
es
2.87843 ´
109
3.97783 ´
109
4.41208 ´
109
4.62933 ´
109
4.87693 ´
109
4.88382 ´
109
4.9526 ´
109
mean
squar-
ed
error
328588. 454090. 503662. 528462. 556727. 557513. 565365.
mean
absol-
ute
errors
388.768 456.789 489.409 503.621 523.049 536.174 549.688
mean
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
388.768 456.789 489.409 503.621 523.049 536.174 549.688
median
absol-
ute
errors
271.5 325.131 349.5 362. 373.5 393.148 409.
median 32.0648 24.1314 34.1599 34.8607 48.5122 53.852 53.6388
median
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
270. 325. 351. 359. 367. 386. 398.5
max
overf-
orec-
ast
2257.06 2800.13 3048.16 3104.86 3268.51 3273.85 3304.14
Max
under-
fore-
cast
-4627.94 -4554.87 -4532.84 -4120.14 -4100.49 -3901.15 -3703.86
K-S 4627.94 4554.87 4532.84 4120.14 4100.49 3901.15 3703.86
squarero-
ot
MSE
573.226 673.862 709.692 726.954 746.141 746.668 751.908
correlat-
ion
0.985225 0.979502 0.977236 0.976101 0.974807 0.974771 0.974422
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getinVars@a_, f_D := Module@8<,
res = error@a, fD;
var @resDD;
H*This section is for testing what the consolidated
forecast wold be if we minimise SSE not Vars*L
H*getinSSEs@a_,f_D:=Module@8<,
res=error@a,fD;
sumOfSqrs@resDD;*L
H*valSSE=Table@getinSSEs@valActuals,valFcsAdj@@iDDD,8i,1,Length@valFcsAdjD<D
verSSE=Table@getinSSEs@verActuals,verFcsAdj@@iDDD,8i,1,Length@verFcsAdjD<D*L
H*valSSEI=1valSSE;
verSSEI=1verSSE;
valweights=Table@valSSEI@@iDDTotal@valSSEID,8i,1,Length@valSSEID<D
verweights=Table@verSSEI@@iDDTotal@verSSEID,8i,1,Length@verSSEID<D
Total@valweightsD
Total@verweightsD*L
H*consolidating using the SSE not Vars*L
H*valSSEcons=Total@Table@HvalFcsAdj@@i,kDD*valweights@@iDDL,
8i,1,Length@valFcsAdjD<,8k,1,Dimensions@valFcsAdjD@@2DD<DD;
verSSEcons=Total@Table@HvalFcsAdj@@i,kDD*verweights@@iDDL,
8i,1,Length@valFcsAdjD<,8k,1,Dimensions@verFcsAdjD@@2DD<DD;*L
H*SummaryTable@valActuals,8valSSEcons<D;
SummaryTable@verActuals,8verSSEcons<D;*L
 
valVar = Table@getinVars@valActuals, valFcsAdj@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@valFcsAdjD<D
8328626., 454142., 503720., 528523., 556791., 557577., 565430.<
valVarI = 1  valVar
93.04298 ´ 10-6, 2.20195 ´ 10-6, 1.98523 ´ 10-6,
1.89207 ´ 10-6, 1.79601 ´ 10-6, 1.79347 ´ 10-6, 1.76857 ´ 10-6=
weightsVal = Table@valVarI@@iDD  Total@valVarID, 8i, 1, Length@valVarID<D
Total@weightsValD
TRweights
80.210146, 0.152066, 0.137099, 0.130665, 0.124031, 0.123856, 0.122136<
1.
80.218696, 0.170674, 0.152225, 0.13612, 0.121548, 0.105769, 0.0949676<
fs = Dimensions@valFcsAdjD@@2DD
8760
H*consolidation using weights derived from 1var*L;
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consVal = Total@Table@HvalFcsAdj@@i, kDD * weightsVal@@iDDL,
8i, 1, Length@valFcsAdjD<, 8k, 1, Dimensions@valFcsAdjD@@2DD<DD;
Dimensions@
consValD
88760<
consValUn = Total@Table@HvalFcsAdj@@i, kDD * TRweights@@iDDL,
8i, 1, Length@valFcsD<, 8k, 1, Dimensions@valFcsD@@2DD<DD;
Dimensions@consValUnD
88760<
SummaryTable@valActuals, 8consVal<D;
bias -8.01933 ´ 10-13
variance 427649.
mape % 1.64033
mean percentage errors % -0.0680576
sum of squares 3.74578 ´ 109
mean squared error 427600.
mean absolute errors 448.971
mean absolute deviations 448.971
median absolute errors 312.699
median 40.6531
median absolute deviations 308.444
max overforecast 2744.36
Max underforecast -4193.75
K-S 4193.75
squareroot MSE 653.912
correlation 0.980716
H*results here are good, except for F1,
he is better than consolidated, assistance please*L
H*This concludes the validation period,
now we focus on the hold-out sample, called Verification period*L
 
VERIFICATIONPERIOD
PERIOD VERIFICATION
Ver = Select@del,
Hð@@4DD ³ AbsoluteTime@82009, 1, 2<DL && Hð@@4DD < AbsoluteTime@82009, 7, 1<DL &D;
Dimensions@
VerD
84320, 11<
DaysBetween@82009, 1, 2<, 82009, 7, 2<D * 24
4344
Ver@@1DD
879369, 17927, 0, 3439843200, 18317, 18474, 18474, 18474, 19260, 19260, 19260<
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verI = Transpose@VerD;
verActuals = verI@@2DD;
verFcs = Table@verI@@kDD, 8k, 5, 11<D;
Dimensions@verActualsD
Dimensions@verFcsD
84320<
87, 4320<
verM = Table@getinMeans@verFcs@@iDD, verActualsD, 8i, 1, Length@verFcsD<D
839.09, 34.3234, 25.857, 16.0253, 21.7681, 53.9716, 64.5477<
verFcsAdj = Table@verFcs@@iDD - verM@@iDD, 8i, 1, Length@verFcsD<D;
verVar = Table@getinVars@verActuals, verFcsAdj@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@verFcsAdjD<D
8173281., 278093., 291120., 322446., 348632., 397942., 439614.<
verVarI = 1  verVar;
weightsVer = verVarI  Total@verVarID
Total@weightsVerD
80.244957, 0.152633, 0.145803, 0.131638, 0.121751, 0.106664, 0.0965535<
1.
consVer = Total@Table@HverFcsAdj@@i, kDD * weightsVal@@iDDL,
8i, 1, Length@verFcsAdjD<, 8k, 1, Dimensions@verFcsAdjD@@2DD<DD;
Dimensions@consVerD
consVer2 = Total@Table@HverFcsAdj@@i, kDD * weightsVer@@iDDL,
8i, 1, Length@verFcsAdjD<, 8k, 1, Dimensions@verFcsAdjD@@2DD<DD;
Dimensions@consVer2D
84320<
84320<
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SummaryTable@verActuals, verFcsD;
bias -39.09 -34.3234 -25.857 -16.0253 -21.7681 -53.9716 -64.5477
variance 173281. 278093. 291120. 322446. 348632. 397942. 439614.
mape % 1.21048 1.46946 1.57193 1.64736 1.71102 1.83351 1.92508
mean
perce-
ntag-
e
errors
%
-
0.179398
-0.18056 -0.15393 -
0.121438
-
0.150669
-
0.289955
-
0.351817
sum of
squar-
es
7.55001 ´
108
1.20617 ´
109
1.26023 ´
109
1.39375 ´
109
1.50779 ´
109
1.7313 ´
109
1.91669 ´
109
mean
squar-
ed
error
174769. 279207. 291721. 322628. 349026. 400763. 443679.
mean
absol-
ute
errors
317.428 387.545 414.834 435.257 451.371 480.393 501.046
mean
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
315.557 385.938 413.49 434.352 450.485 477.769 497.245
median
absol-
ute
errors
248. 308. 338. 352. 358.5 372. 388.
median -40. -42. -40.5 -41.5 -38. -61.5 -75.
median
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
248. 309. 334.5 348.5 359. 372.5 386.
max
overf-
orec-
ast
2353. 2949. 2949. 2949. 2949. 2949. 4363.
Max
under-
fore-
cast
-1938. -6180. -2309. -2309. -2309. -2458. -2458.
K-S 2353. 6180. 2949. 2949. 2949. 2949. 4363.
squarero-
ot
MSE
418.053 528.4 540.112 568.004 590.784 633.059 666.092
correlat-
ion
0.992552 0.988025 0.987474 0.98612 0.984995 0.982888 0.981218
SummaryTable@verActuals, verFcsAdjD;
SummaryTable@verActuals, 8consVer<D;
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bias 5.3896 ´
10-14
2.05478 ´
10-13
-6.79595
´
10-13
9.06968 ´
10-13
5.01064 ´
10-13
1.63541 ´
10-12
2.15584 ´
10-13
variance 173281. 278093. 291120. 322446. 348632. 397942. 439614.
mape % 1.20164 1.46064 1.56461 1.64254 1.70582 1.81893 1.90405
mean
perce-
ntag-
e
errors
%
-0.0274-
343
-0.0471-
271
-0.0534-
103
-0.0591-
389
-0.0660-
456
-0.0801-
395
-
0.100886
sum of
squar-
es
7.484 ´
108
1.20108 ´
109
1.25735 ´
109
1.39264 ´
109
1.50574 ´
109
1.71871 ´
109
1.89869 ´
109
mean
squar-
ed
error
173241. 278029. 291052. 322371. 348552. 397850. 439512.
mean
absol-
ute
errors
315.557 385.938 413.49 434.352 450.485 477.769 497.245
mean
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
315.557 385.938 413.49 434.352 450.485 477.769 497.245
median
absol-
ute
errors
248.09 307.677 336.143 351.5 358.232 369.028 385.548
median -
0.909954
-7.67657 -14.643 -25.4747 -16.2319 -7.52843 -10.4523
median
absol-
ute
devia-
tion-
s
248. 309. 334.5 348.5 359. 372.5 386.
max
overf-
orec-
ast
2392.09 2983.32 2974.86 2965.03 2970.77 3002.97 4427.55
Max
under-
fore-
cast
-1898.91 -6145.68 -2283.14 -2292.97 -2287.23 -2404.03 -2393.45
K-S 2392.09 6145.68 2974.86 2965.03 2970.77 3002.97 4427.55
squarero-
ot
MSE
416.222 527.284 539.493 567.777 590.383 630.754 662.957
correlat-
ion
0.992552 0.988025 0.987474 0.98612 0.984995 0.982888 0.981218
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bias -5.22117 ´ 10-14
variance 240114.
mape % 1.42132
mean percentage errors % -0.0584209
sum of squares 1.03705 ´ 109
mean squared error 240059.
mean absolute errors 374.493
mean absolute deviations 374.493
median absolute errors 301.52
median -14.5517
median absolute deviations 299.743
max overforecast 2816.79
Max underforecast -2146.
K-S 2816.79
squareroot MSE 489.958
correlation 0.989754
H*working with DAvid*L
dave = Table@Abs@verActuals@@j + 1DD - verActuals@@jDDD,
8j, 1, Dimensions@verActualsD@@1DD - 1<D;
dav = Table@Abs@valActuals@@j + 1DD - valActuals@@jDDD,
8j, 1, Dimensions@valActualsD@@1DD - 1<D;
da = Table@Abs@Actuals@@j + 1DD - Actuals@@jDDD, 8j, 1, Dimensions@ActualsD@@1DD - 1<D;
scale = Mean@daveD  N
scale1 = Mean@davD  N
scale2 = Mean@daD  N
855.268
851.474
812.559
errI = Table@Abs@HverActuals@@jDD - verFcsAdj@@i, jDDL  scaleD,
8i, 1, Length@verFcsAdjD<, 8j, 1, Dimensions@verActualsD@@1DD<D;
errVal = Table@Abs@HvalActuals@@jDD - valFcsAdj@@i, jDDL  scale1D,
8i, 1, Length@valFcsAdjD<, 8j, 1, Dimensions@valActualsD@@1DD<D;
errTr = Table@Abs@HActuals@@jDD - Fcs@@i, jDDL  scale2D,
8i, 1, Length@FcsD<, 8j, 1, Dimensions@ActualsD@@1DD<D;
errConsV = Table@Abs@HverActuals@@jDD - consVer@@jDDL  scaleD,
8j, 1, Dimensions@consVerD@@1DD<D;
errConsVal = Table@Abs@HvalActuals@@jDD - consVal@@jDDL  scale1D,
8j, 1, Dimensions@consValD@@1DD<D;
Mean@errConsVD
H*These are the mase results for consolidated for val and ver periods*L
Mean@errConsValD
0.437866
0.527287
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Table@Mean@errI@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@errID<D
Table@Mean@errVal@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@errValD<D
Table@Mean@errTr@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@errTrD<D
80.368956, 0.451248, 0.483463, 0.507855, 0.526718, 0.558619, 0.581391<
80.456582, 0.536469, 0.574778, 0.591469, 0.614286, 0.629701, 0.645572<
80.407, 0.462815, 0.49042, 0.517662, 0.545281, 0.579492, 0.612601<
H*using another set of ver weights*L
consVer2 = Total@Table@HverFcsAdj@@i, kDD * weightsVer@@iDDL,
8i, 1, Length@verFcsAdjD<, 8k, 1, Dimensions@verFcsAdjD@@2DD<DD;
SummaryTable@verActuals, 8consVer2<D;
bias 1.43077 ´ 10-12
variance 232200.
mape % 1.39626
mean percentage errors % -0.0558157
sum of squares 1.00287 ´ 109
mean squared error 232147.
mean absolute errors 367.987
mean absolute deviations 367.987
median absolute errors 296.477
median -12.4412
median absolute deviations 295.783
max overforecast 2793.54
Max underforecast -2149.74
K-S 2793.54
squareroot MSE 481.816
correlation 0.990085
H*testing to see if the weights
of SSE and Vars are the same,
before and after adjusting for bias,
ie to check properties of both
Hbut we know that variance does not changeL *L
H*aa=Table@getinSSEs@verActuals,verFcs@@iDDD,8i,1,Length@verFcsD<D
bb=Table@getinSSEs@verActuals,verFcsAdj@@iDDD,8i,1,Length@verFcsAdjD<D
aaI=1aa;
bbI=1bb;
aaW=aaITotal@aaID
bbW=bbITotal@bbID*L
H*conclusion, SSE weights are almost equal after adjusting for bias,
therefore one has the choice of using either,
the principle of consolidation will still be intact.*L
H*proof that UMV method works*L
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p = Table@getinVars@verActuals, verFcsAdj@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@verFcsAdjD<D
q = Table@getinMeans@verActuals, verFcs@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@verFcsD<D
8173281., 278093., 291120., 322446., 348632., 397942., 439614.<
8-39.09, -34.3234, -25.857, -16.0253, -21.7681, -53.9716, -64.5477<
pI = 1  p;
pWei = pI  Total@pID;
pWei2 = pI^2  Total@pI^2D;
pWei4 = pI^3  Total@pI^3D;
pWei5 = pI^5  Total@pI^5D;
pWei7 = pI^7  Total@pI^7D;
Total@pWei7D
1.
H*here we consolidate with weights of 1var
HpWeiL an compare to weights of 1var^2 HpWei2L,
and it clearly shows that squared vars weights consolidate and
produce the minimum variance estimate, which is also unbiased.*L
consUMV = Total@Table@HverFcsAdj@@i, kDD * pWei2@@iDDL,
8i, 1, Length@verFcsAdjD<, 8k, 1, Dimensions@verFcsAdjD@@2DD<DD;
SummaryTable@verActuals, 8consUMV<D;
consUMV3 = Total@Table@HverFcsAdj@@i, kDD * pWei@@iDDL,
8i, 1, Length@verFcsAdjD<, 8k, 1, Dimensions@verFcsAdjD@@2DD<DD;
SummaryTable@verActuals, 8consUMV3<D;
consUMV4 = Total@Table@HverFcsAdj@@i, kDD * pWei4@@iDDL,
8i, 1, Length@verFcsAdjD<, 8k, 1, Dimensions@verFcsAdjD@@2DD<DD;
SummaryTable@verActuals, 8consUMV4<D;
consUMV5 = Total@Table@HverFcsAdj@@i, kDD * pWei5@@iDDL,
8i, 1, Length@verFcsAdjD<, 8k, 1, Dimensions@verFcsAdjD@@2DD<DD;
SummaryTable@verActuals, 8consUMV5<D;
consUMV7 = Total@Table@HverFcsAdj@@i, kDD * pWei7@@iDDL,
8i, 1, Length@verFcsAdjD<, 8k, 1, Dimensions@verFcsAdjD@@2DD<DD;
SummaryTable@verActuals, 8consUMV7<D;
SummaryTable@verActuals, 8consVer<D;
bias -2.63585 ´ 10-13
variance 208451.
mape % 1.31989
mean percentage errors % -0.0491427
sum of squares 9.00299 ´ 108
mean squared error 208403.
mean absolute errors 347.931
mean absolute deviations 347.931
median absolute errors 282.407
median -5.67121
median absolute deviations 282.185
max overforecast 2698.4
Max underforecast -2112.05
K-S 2698.4
squareroot MSE 456.511
correlation 0.991089
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bias 1.43077 ´ 10-12
variance 232200.
mape % 1.39626
mean percentage errors % -0.0558157
sum of squares 1.00287 ´ 109
mean squared error 232147.
mean absolute errors 367.987
mean absolute deviations 367.987
median absolute errors 296.477
median -12.4412
median absolute deviations 295.783
max overforecast 2793.54
Max underforecast -2149.74
K-S 2793.54
squareroot MSE 481.816
correlation 0.990085
bias -3.93272 ´ 10-13
variance 190124.
mape % 1.2555
mean percentage errors % -0.0427726
sum of squares 8.21143 ´ 108
mean squared error 190079.
mean absolute errors 330.873
mean absolute deviations 330.873
median absolute errors 265.585
median 1.92258
median absolute deviations 265.046
max overforecast 2590.96
Max underforecast -2052.56
K-S 2590.96
squareroot MSE 435.981
correlation 0.99186
bias 5.66076 ´ 10-12
variance 174448.
mape % 1.2
mean percentage errors % -0.0336651
sum of squares 7.53439 ´ 108
mean squared error 174407.
mean absolute errors 315.752
mean absolute deviations 315.752
median absolute errors 250.276
median 0.657864
median absolute deviations 249.799
max overforecast 2409.9
Max underforecast -1928.71
K-S 2409.9
squareroot MSE 417.621
correlation 0.992511
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bias 3.1167 ´ 10-12
variance 172610.
mape % 1.1965
mean percentage errors % -0.0296134
sum of squares 7.45502 ´ 108
mean squared error 172570.
mean absolute errors 314.443
mean absolute deviations 314.443
median absolute errors 246.074
median -1.29847
median absolute deviations 246.529
max overforecast 2370.88
Max underforecast -1866.14
K-S 2370.88
squareroot MSE 415.415
correlation 0.992583
bias -5.22117 ´ 10-14
variance 240114.
mape % 1.42132
mean percentage errors % -0.0584209
sum of squares 1.03705 ´ 109
mean squared error 240059.
mean absolute errors 374.493
mean absolute deviations 374.493
median absolute errors 301.52
median -14.5517
median absolute deviations 299.743
max overforecast 2816.79
Max underforecast -2146.
K-S 2816.79
squareroot MSE 489.958
correlation 0.989754
H*the above shows that when there are seven forecasters,
1var^7 is the best multiplier for consolidation,
now we will test this principle works for 4 forecasters*L
 
H* because the above is just for seven,
we will show that this applies for four forecasters,
all this is done for the verification period*L
H* Step 1: getting variances for four forecasters*L
fourV = Table@getinVars@verActuals, verFcsAdj@@iDDD, 8i, 1, 4<D
8173281., 278093., 291120., 322446.<
Wei4 = 1  fourV^4
91.10917 ´ 10-21, 1.67201 ´ 10-22, 1.39224 ´ 10-22, 9.25066 ´ 10-23=
Wei4a = Wei4  Total@Wei4D
Total@Wei4aD
80.735475, 0.110868, 0.0923173, 0.0613397<
1.
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H*step 2: consolidate or the four forecasters
and sametime run a printout of accuracy measures*L
cons4 = Total@Table@HverFcsAdj@@i, kDD * Wei4a@@iDDL,
8i, 1, Length@Wei4aD<, 8k, 1, Dimensions@verFcsAdjD@@2DD<DD;
SummaryTable@verActuals, 8cons4<D;
bias -2.28047 ´ 10-12
variance 176874.
mape % 1.2066
mean percentage errors % -0.0339604
sum of squares 7.63919 ´ 108
mean squared error 176833.
mean absolute errors 317.772
mean absolute deviations 317.772
median absolute errors 254.206
median -0.137779
median absolute deviations 254.239
max overforecast 2448.03
Max underforecast -1974.58
K-S 2448.03
squareroot MSE 420.515
correlation 0.992406
H* conclusion:
this is the best way of handling the consolidation of energy demand forecasts,
and proved that the minimum variance method yields a better
forecaster than any other forecaster in the land, if not equal*L
 
 
 
s2 = 83, 10, 1<^2
89, 100, 1<
Variance@act - f1D
Variance@act - f2D
Variance@act - f3D
9.06883
16.0249
24.9148
w = 1  s2
:
1
9
,
1
100
, 1>
c = Total@wD
1009
900
ww = w  c  N
80.099108, 0.00891972, 0.891972<
Total@wwD
1.
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cv = Sum@ww@@iDD^2 * s2@@iDD, 8i, 1, 3<D
4.6814
cs = Sqrt@cvD
2.16366
n = 100000;
act = Table@i, 8i, 1, n<D;
f1 = Table@i + RandomVariate@NormalDistribution@0, Sqrt@s2@@1DDDDD, 8i, 1, n<D;
f2 = Table@i + RandomVariate@NormalDistribution@0, Sqrt@s2@@2DDDDD, 8i, 1, n<D;
f3 = Table@i + RandomVariate@NormalDistribution@0, Sqrt@s2@@3DDDDD, 8i, 1, n<D;
cf = Table@f1@@iDD * ww@@1DD + f2@@iDD * ww@@2DD + f3@@iDD * ww@@3DD, 8i, 1, n<D;
Variance@act - f1D
Variance@act - f2D
Variance@act - f3D
Variance@act - cfD
9.0014
99.4776
1.00245
0.893957
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